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ceramic data: (1) the east side pottery deposit mounds

are found from the Choctowhatehee Bay in the west to the

Pulaski County, Georgia; (2) the heaviest con

f mounds is along the Apalachicola River and

s adjacent to its mouth oh the Gulf Coast; and, (3)

e mounds are kno:

are seen as developing in place with heavy ii

the Troyville/Coles Creek cultures of the lower Mississippi

Green Point complex on the Northwest Florida coast.

of the new ceramic modes of incision and punctation to the

already present complicated and check stamped ceamics. In

both cases, the addition of the ceramic modes expressed in

presence of a new social system based on maize horticulture

and a complex form of politico/religious social control.



The socio/political organization of the Weeden Island

cultures is believed to have been a chiefdom similar to

the historically known Natchez. A central great chief

resided at the Kolomoki site and two subsidiary chiefs

resided at the McKeithen and Mitchell sites. There was

a'central unifying religion.

f goods from v.tribution

eluding the coast, inland i

nd a system allowing redis-

s physiographic 2ones, in-

r valleys, and inland forrest

problems designed to

Weeden Island phenomena

e presented with suggested methods of testing them. The

sic orientation of these problems is the improvement of

e data base so that complex questions df chronology and



INTRODUCTION

The archaeologically known Weeden Island ceramic series

of sand tempered, punctated, incised and red painted pottery

was first defined by Gordon R. Willey (1949) in his monu-

first definition, archaeologists have recognized the wide

distribution of the series within the southeast United States

Gulf Coastal Plain. Weeden Island, by definition, is re-

Philadelphian, toured ti

"Gopher" , during the la-

is steamboat,

d early 20th centuries.

excavating Weeden Island and other mounds. He single-

handedly excavated the great majority of known weeden Island

Mounds from the Chattahoochee River to Tampa Bay and

along the Gulf Coast of Florida.



moundsJames Bell excavated a series of

3. Willey and Richard B. Woodbury (1942)

survey and test program in Northwest Florida.

, Sears (1951a, 1951b, 1956, 1957) excavated

ite near Blakely, Georgia. The federally

r basin surveys from the late 1940s to the

present produced a wealth of information concerning the

base for the study of Weeden Island is broad and inclusive.

est in weeden Island has not lagged

a collection. William H. Sears has authored

pers concerning Weeden Island social, politi-

(Fewkes 1924

Following th

cal and religious organization (Sears 1969, 1973, Ms. a,

as the forum for presenting several papers which made an

effort to re-think the concept of Weeden Island.

The purpose of this dissertation is to re-examine the

occurrence of the Weeden Island ceramic series in an

attempt to analyze recognizable patterns. From this

analysis, a definition of weeden Island is constructed and

a series of hypotheses concerning origins, development and

social structure are tested. A series of integrated re-

solving them. These are designed t«



applicability of the data to complex questions of anthro-

pological orientation. Chapter I is a summary of cultural



CULTURAL EVOLUTION

CHAPTER I

IN THE SOUTHEAST TO WEEDEN ISLAND

To understand both the development and origins of

Weeden Island and the complexities of the midden and

mound deposits, a rudimentary understanding of cultural

evolution in the Southeast is needed. Isolating the Weeden

not allow for a full understanding of the complexities of

the observable patterns. It is in this light that the

following synthesis of southeastern prehistory is presented.

Much of what we know of cultural development in the

amics. Too little has been written on adaptation, eco-

logical relationships or settlement patterns. For this

reason, the discussion for this chapter will be confined,

for the most part, to ceramic development.

Paleo-Indian

The earliest occupation of the Gulf Coastal Plain



The Archaic period reflects a change in subsistence

from earlier emphasis on big game. Two patterns, similar

gathering-fishing was practiced with reliance upon nuts

and game (Caldwell 1958)

.

In coastal and riverine situations

shellfish were exploited :Ln addition to the normal hunting-

gathering-fishing pattern.. The first subsistence pattern

represented by dirt middens, the second by shell middens.

Formative

the Colonial and Theocrat:Lc formative concepts developed by

James A. Ford (1969s 5). :It is a period characterized by

the use of ceramics, horticulture, mound structures, and a

well developed political-religious system. Weeden Island

and pre-Weeden Island formative periods, which are each

definable on the basis of distinctive ceramic traditions.

can be grouped into three series, fiber temperedi carved

paddle stamped {check,simple, and curvilinear complicated

stamped) ; and incised and punctated. They are as follows.

Fiber Tempered . The earliest Formative cultures

in the southeast are foiand along the Georgia and South

Carolina aoasts and up the Savannah River. Dating to 2500

B.C., these ceramic cultures represent an internal develop-

ment or are the result of diffusion (Marrinan 1975;

Ford 1969; Stoltman 1974) . Few discernable changes appear

these early Formative cultures



range of their characteristic fiber tempered pottery.

Carved Paddle Stamped . Stratigraphic evidence from the

h of the Savannah River and along the adjacent Georgia

t suggests that there was an in situ development of

fiber tempered

ware. It was here that the Refuge series, which is predom-

inantly simple stamped, developed from the coastal series

of fiber tempered ceramics into Deptford Simple Stamped,

f the Deptford series

d Formative period is marked

by the presence of the Deptford series of sand and grit

tempered ceramics with check and simple stamped surfaces

and (rarely) tetrapodal supports (Waring 1968:135-151;

Milanich 1971a) . This check and simple stamped series

developed out of the coastal Refuge series by ca. 500 B.C.

and apparently spread from the Atlantic Coast across the

Georgia coastal Plain to the Gulf Coast of Florida.

Cartersville . This check and simple stamped ceramic

series is found above the fall line in Georgia after ca.

100 B.C./A.D. 1 and extends inot extreme western North

Carolina (Caldwell 1958; Fairbanks 1953) . Tetrapods are

also present on some vessels. Late cartersville Check

Stamped vessels differ from Deptford, having a plain band

above the shoulder (Caldwell, Thompson and Caldwell 1952:

323-325) . The developmental relationship of Deptford to

Cartersville has not been established. By A.D. 1, however.



stamped ceramics extended from

it has been suggested {Sears Ms a:2S-27) that Cartersville

n varying percentages throughout

k stamped

Island II, context {Willey 1949:396-39

motif from Deptford through historic contact on the Gulf

{Sears 1963) and Atlantic Coasts {Milanich and MacHover

Cartersville Check stamped down ti

Valley. The widespread distribution of c

.he eastern Alabama Coastal P

similar possibility to Milanich {1974b).



(McMichael I960).

3 primary stages as Early Swift

f Deptfordtradition has been shown to have developed o

or Cartersville Check stamped at the Mandeville site in

period, check stamping is partially replacec by the com-

plicated stamped motif on the surface of the ceramics.

While developing from check stamping, it does not entirely

stamp and complicated stamped ceramics (See Chapter II of

this dissertation)

.

Punctated-Incised . A third series of ceramics appears

on the Gulf Coastal Plain after the development of the curvi-

linear complicated stamped materials. It is post-Deptford

names, but grouped predominantly into the Weeden Island

series, these types exhibit a strong resemblance to the

Troyville/Coles Creek materials from the Mississippi

Valley (Sears Ms.b:22; Willey 1945:242-245). While the



Sacred and Secular

a the prehistoric southeast reflect two different segments

f social life, the sacred or ceremonial, and the secular

or village (Sears I

Weeden Island site c

type—sand tempered

ears (1971a) recognized a

»t is, the village ceramics were of one

md undecorated—while the ceremonial

classic Weeden Island incised and

sion of the concepts and cultural dynamics involved,

following discussion is based on Sears' work (1973).



diffusion or invention, may appear in one aspect of a cul-

ture before being integrated into other aspects. However,

certain paraphernalia or behavior may remain solely as-

sociated with a specific cultural system. When material

items are so restricted—as with aboriginal ceramic vessels,

communion vessels, or choir robes—they often reflect be-

havior patterns which are similarly restricted in distri-

bution. Thus, in the southeast,_the presence of various

types of ceramic vessels and decorative motifs which

appear only in sacred contexts reflects behavior patterns

and beliefs found in sacred contexts (but not secular

ones) . Sears, in postulating this separate sacred/secular

developmental dichotomy for ceramics, has proposed a model

which explains the southeast culture patterns at contact.

That is, while secular traits (house styles, dress, village

utilitarian pottery, etc.) among various tribes differed,

many aspects of ceremonial life were shared. (It should

be remembered that among southeast aborigines, ceremonial

activities and beliefs were intimately entwined with politi-

cal organisation.) Thus, religious motifs and political

organisation (including terminology for the various chiefs

in the political hierarchy) among the Florida Timuouans

vere very similar to those of various Georgia and Alabama

different tools and village pottery, and differed in many

other ways. This was true among the various prehistoric

Weeden Island peoples.



The development of aboriginal ceremonialism along

the northwestern coast of Florida and up the Apalachicola

and Chattahoochee Rivers as far north as Clay County,

Georgia, has been described by Sears. In his "Hopewellian

paper (1962) , later refined in his 1973 paper on sacred/

The lent Complex represents the first appearance of

burial mounds in the region. It is characterized by a

panpipes, elongate plummets, double-ended plummets, copper

work, cut carnivore jaws and carnivore teeth, cymbal-

use type mounds, unique vessel shapes, unique vessel de-

coration, functional tetrapods, and vessels of foreign

origin. Vent is the Hopewellian ceremonial expression of

strable relationship between the Deptford middens and the

Complex. It is characterized by the development of east

side deposit burial mounds out of the earlier ci



use mounds; stubby tetrapods o

Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (early variety) , St.

Andrews Complicated Stamped (early variety) , and Zoned

The substantial ceramic overlap between the middens and

ceremonial level, to a beginning

mostly at the ceremonial level, k

Valley " (Sears 1973:33-34). Thl

i, restricted to the

.ower Mississippi

: differentiation

breakdown with the mid-western ceremonialism. It

;wever, represent a period of cultural adjustment to

goods and new cultural/ceremonial

adjustment period, calling for internal

the utilization of the known secular

modes. Important to the understanding

Weeden Island ceremonialism is the be-

g of east side deposit mounds in Green Point, a marker
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questions of ceremonial association and complexity, poli-

spatial distribution, if anything, it obscures the sought-

for patterns. Elucidation of problems and of ceremonialism,

dating and cultural organisation will come about only when

the double tradition approach is used.

By lumping the two traditions together, the definable

political and religious systems are obscured in a mass of

conflicting data. It is because the sacred materials are

different, in both nature and context, from the secular

political and religious structures. The evolution of these

systems is again recognisable by change within the sacred

tradition, which would not be as recognisable or under-

standable if it was lumped with the secular.

' Kolomoki, Early county, Georgia

The Kolomoki site. Early County, Georgia, has long

been one of the major problems in Weeden Island studies.

The nature of the site, a large, multi-mound ceremonial

center with a two-component Weeden Island complex midden,

marks it as important to any consideration of Weeden Island.

Because of its complexity and its significance to a model

of Weeden Island, a detailed description of this site

is presented here.



Kolomoki

Site



established that Kolomoki was a Weeden Island site of very

odd nature. Subsequent excavations by Sears in the late

1940s and early 1950s thoroughly explored most of the mounds

and extensively tested the midden area (Sears 1951,1956t

map at end) . The chronology established by Sears, based on

seriation of the midden material, has been questioned

since it was first published (Caldwell 1958;56-57)

.

The midden material at Kolomoki included three major

elements—plain sherds, Weeden Island sherds, and complicated

stamped sherds. These parallel the classic Weeden Island

and Swift Creek types defined by Willey for the Gulf Coast

coastal sequence is followed, would be

of the midden with complicated stamped

those elements with check stamped and t)

series. It is here that Sears deviated

stated that the Kolomoki period midden i

Weeden Island

where with check stamped assemblages.

actual park boundary. Sears placed about forty test units

in the midden and conducted extensive surface collections

and posthole tests during his excavation program. Three



distinct ceramic assemblages in the midden, one with

complicated stamped and plain pottery and the other with

primarily punctated, incised, plain, a different form of

complicated stamped pottery, and a very low percentage of

check stamped pottery. Second, the midden was arranged

in a formal manner around a plate which fronted a large

truncated mound. Third, there was no observable vertical

stratigraphy.

Figure 1 illustrates the site plan of Kolomoki. A

Sears (1956) follows.

Midden

Weeden Island . Confined to the

site area and extending east of

midden contained the following

Mound City (Field?) Net-marked,

the Weeden Island

Weeden Island Red,

island Incised, Tucker Ridge-pinched, Napier Complicated

Stamped, Swift Creek Complicated Stamped, miscellaneous

incised sherds, Weeden Island Plain (rims), and plain

sand tempered (Sears 1951a:29).

the south boundary of the park onto the property of Willy

Kolomoki . The Kolomoki midden forms an arc around the open

Plata area, cuts between Md. D and Md. E, and extends east



between the truncated Md. A and Md. D is a vacant plaza

area. Materials recovered from the Kolomoki midden consist

almost entirely of Kolomoki Complicated Stamped, Kolomoki

Plain (sand tempered plain) and low percentages of a

few other types. The point is that the Weeden Island series

was not present, or was present only in small quantities.

Mound A. This mound, located at the eastern end of the

plaza is 325x200 feet at the base and slightly over 56 feet

at its highest point. The summit is divided into two levels.

Hiwassee Island (Lewis and Kneberg 1946:fig.

at Kolomoki, there are no indications of any

caps of the mound were built during the Kolomoki period

(Sears 1956:10).

cut through the ren

a few instances wei

ceramic assemblage

postholes.. Very large posts,

thirty inches in diameter, were erected

' this small area.... Later posts often

; remains of earlier ones, so that in only

complete outlines produced .— The

ontains sherds of all periods, as is

of adjacent areas, indicating that 1

0- 11 )

.



Mound C . Adjacent to Md. A on the north, this mound's

function is not understood. Pill consisted of basket

loads of earth, including top soil, midden, red clay,

yellow clay, and white sand. Sometimes the materials were

discrete, sometimes mixed (Sears 1956;11).

Mound D . This mound was the second largest at the site an

was an elaborate burial mound, it was constructed as a

single ceremony in four different stages, with an east Sid

ceramic deposit 10 x 20 feet in extent, of varying depth,

and containing at least sixty-five vessels of various form;

was included in four of the five stages o

There were a succession of interments, suggesting r

sacrifice (Sears 1953,-1956).

is a smaller version of Md. D. There was a sub-mound

crematory pit with rock fill; two bodies, with heads

pointed east (a characteristic of all burials at the site)

,

were on the sloping edges of the pit. The earth fill over

this, with a rock cap, produced a core mound. A single

body, with copper-covered cymbal-shaped ornament was placed

by the pit. Fifty-four complete vessels were placed on the

eastern ground surface of the mound, and a final cap,

containing large rocks, was added as the final cover

(Sears 1956; 12).

Essentially



truncates mound with a cap of sandy clay over it. The

suggested use is as a ceremonial adjunct to Md. E (Sears

The determination for the late placement of the

Kolomoki midden was based on several factors. One is that

Sears traced the modal development of the stamp design

used in the manufacture of Little Kolomoki Complicated

Stamped, associated with the Weeden Island materials, into

the larger Kolomoki Complicated Stamped, to the later

Blakely Complicated Stamped, which is considered sty-

listically closest to the known end point of Complicated

Stamped developement, the Lamar variety (Sears 1956:15-17,

30-46) . Other determinants for placing Kolomoki later were

the sequence of mound construction and sherds found in mound

mounds, which were all of the Kolomoki period, and in the

midden under Md. D, indicate that they al

Weeden Island midden (Sears 1956:10-13).

with Mds. A, B, C, and D arranged around

Mds. E, P, G, and H placed directly to th

indicates that these elements of the site were intentionally

organized in this manner. The Weeden Island period midden.



apparent internal organization.

e major break with the normally accepted sequence,

e i is the placing of a complicated stamped

complex after the punctated/incised Weeden Island materials.

Sears' point is that at Kolomoki, there is a continuing

development of the complicated stamp through time, first

recognizable as little Kolomoki Complicated Stamp in the

Weeden Island midden areas. This type had a small stamp

"...usually rounded on upper surfaces. . .stamp shallow...

base slightly convex, no flat bases, present in samples"

(Sears 1956:16). It is technically Swift creek II in

has a larger stamp motif, "...fairly well cut applied with-

out a great deal of overlapping— (bases) flat either square

or disc'1 (Sears 1951a:9-10). Blakely Complicated Stamped,

the final development of the complicated stamp at the site,

is described as having a very heavy and bold stamp, simple

elements, and flat or convex bases (Sears 1956:17) . The

developmental progression is the same as that described

by Willey for the development of Swift Creek, from the

simple design elements to the larger, more boldly applied,

less intricate designs of the later material. Thus, Sears

describes Kolomoki Complicated Stamped as the regional

development of Late Swift Creek pottery and the cultural

equivalent of Late Weeden Island (Sears 1956:50-75).

Plain, evolves into the type Lamar Complicated Stamped,



with a large heavy stamp of simple design. Lamar is the

end-poing of the developing Kolomoki-Blakely Complicated

amic) sequence does not exactly follow Willey's coastal

ceramic sequence (Willey 1949:fig. 76). Sears' point, long

misunderstood, was that in Georgia, the complicated stamped

tradition continued to develop, and did not disappear as

it did in some other areas. Unfortunately, to this day,

clear stratigraphic evidence for either argument has not

been found. Caldwell's (Ms.) Fairchild's Landing manu-

script, which supposedly demonstrates Kolomoki Complicated

Stamped under Weeden Island materials, is inconclusive.

The absence of accurate and complete sherd counts and

profiles in the report makes it impossible to determine the

that Kolomoki and weeden Island were at least partially

Is there a Weeden Island/Kolomoki continuum? In the

early Kolomoki reports. Sears (1951a) discusses the Kolomoki

period at Kolomoki as being separate and different from

treated as being a development out of Weeden Island.

Because of the uncertainty surrounding Kolomoki, it si

best for the purposes of this dissertation, to treat



temporal and/or spatial variant of Weeden Island. Chapter

II documents the distribution of the Heeden Island sacred

and secular ceramic assemblages referred to above, including

graphical distribution of Weeden Island ceramics becomes

Further adding to the confusion surrounding the Weeden

particularly in peninsular Florida, the midden materials

have practically no Weeden Island series sherds in them.

Excavations at two very late Cades Pond sit

ua County, Florida, h

t decorated sherds,

the Weeden Island si

the village midden.

3 (8-A1-346

and 8-A1-472) in Alac

Sears' (1971a) work on

with mounds containing Weeden Island series ceramics.

Clearly, such sites are greatly different from Weeden

Island villages where decorated Weeden Island series types

constitute a much higher percentage of the secular inventory

(eg. Kolomoki, where the Weeden Island complex accounts for

40 to 60 percent)

.

Thus, it is apparent that throughout the Weeden Island

region, village inventories differ in relative frequencies

of pottery types, as do the sacred and secular inventories.



perplexing (and for the archaeologist , confusing)

further documented explained in Chapters



CERAMIC ANALYSIS SECULAR DISTRIBUTION

The purpose of this chapter is to delineate and

analyze the distribution of the sacred and secular Weeden

Island ceramic complexes in the southeast. Attempts were

made to look at all published reports with Weeden Island

it by no means represents all known Weeden Island sites.

However, all of the known areas of the Gulf Coastal Plain

are represented in the sample utilized here.

Ceramic analysis, the basis for this chapter, is the

process of examining ceramics with a specific problem in

mind. Generally related to time and space variables, the

processes of analysis vary with the problem. However, the

basic approach is similar in all cases. It consists of a

detailed inspection of each sherd in an attempt to isolate

various physical properties,-!^., color, porosity, decorative

motifs, hardness, tempering, clay, type of punctation, etc.,

or clusters of these properties which show some form of

patterning reflective of temporal and/or spatial clustering.

The end point is a ceramic typology which is applicable

to the specific question. Classification, on the other

hand, is the process of putting a sherd or collection of



a process

preconceived typological pigeonholes. It is

I organization of data, not analysis. It is

two processes that the existing Weeden Island

comes from salvage and survey programs which had limited

scope both spatially and theoretically. Sherds were placed

ilarity, with few attempts to define or isolate temporal

or regional variants. The ceramics were classified, not

analyzed.

The use of ceramic analysis has had a long and

fruitful history in archaeology. To be implemented, how-

ever, certain minimum definitions must be understood.

Terms and definitions used here represent a school of

thought originating with Irving Rouse (1939), and ex-

tending through Gordon R. Willey (1949), James A. Ford

(1954), and William H. Sears (1960b).

Mode . The basic analytical unit is the mode. "It

refers to the attributes which artifacts of a given Rind

have in common" (Rouse 1939:11). A mode may be a process

be recognized. An underlying and very important aspect

of the mode is modal analysis (Sears 1960:325). Here,



inodes which can be demonstrated to have temporal and

spatial significance. Modes represent recognisable

technological standards of the community. The type, on

lowance for variation and individual, idiosyncratic expres-

sions. In essence, the ideal of the type is an average

cluster of cultural standards with some acceptable space-

time dimensions. An outstanding example of this is the

type Carrabelle Punctated. Willey (1949:4251 describes the

decorative motif as follows: "A good deal o

to grade into each other. They are: Fingernail punctations

placed longitudinally or parallel to the vertical axis of

the vessel; stick made punctations; rectanguloid and tri-

anguloid with considerable size range; round bottom dents

or shallow stick punctations with paste slightly pinched

and piled up near punctation. Field of punctation may

be underlined with an incised line....''

morphological similarity. "Usually companion types in the

same series have about the same temporal and spatial dis-

tribution although minor differences may exist on this point"

(Willey



Complex . A complex is "... the group of pottery types

on the various series of types that occur together in the

same general area at the same time" (Willey 1949:5).

Tradition . Willey and Phillips (1958:37) define

tradition as "...temporal continuity represented by per-

sistent configurations in single technologies or other

systems of related forms". As applied to ceramics, a trad-

ition refers to gradual changes of the ceramic complex in

a given geographic area, through time. That is to say, it

is a recognisable, temporally long lasting, ceramic complex.

Ceramic traditions should not be confused with cultural

traditions (Goggin 1949), which represent recognizable,

long lasting, cultural patterns.

These concepts of ceramics and ceramic analysis are

fundamental to the presentation and interpretation of data

in this dissertation. While archaeological research has

been conducted for close to one hundred years in the south-

east, we have, in many cases, little data concerning prehis-

toric cultures beyond lists of ceramics and other artifacts.

Essentially, for many sites and areas, the available data

consist of lists of ceramics. For this reason, the

definition and discussion of Weeden Island presented here

will be heavily dependent on ceramics and their distribution.

There is not enough data to properly discuss subsistence,

non-ceramic artifacts, or most other aspects of the Weeden

Island cultures .involved. Attempts such as those of

1976) tor the Deptford culture and



Alachua traditions are noteworthy, but unmatchable for

for initially delineating such cultures lies in ceramic

analysis, and the present study should help in future at-

tempts to thoroughly define the various regional Weeden

The use of modes, types, series and assemblages in

ceramic analysis offers the archaeologist a very useful

and accurate method for measuring time and space variables.

More importantly, it allows for the recognition of culture

contact through "trade sherds", those potsherds which do not

fit typologically with the indigenous materials, but are

obviously from another, geographically removed, ceramic

series. When the arohaeologist is able to handle and an-

alyze the material, useful typologies can be developed.

However, when analysis is ignored in favor of classification,

the ability to recognize temporal and spatial variables

Problems involved with using other people's data and

their conclusions, especially the pre-1960s materials,

include the lack of problem-oriented research and method-

ological and interpretational inadequacies. Before the

advent of a conscious effort to obtain scientifically sound

anthropological data (Taylor 1948; Sears 1962; Binford

1962) the collection and description of data was the end-

point of most archaeological research. The tendency toward

constituted archaeological cultural



areas with emphasis placed on state boundaries—not natural

or known prehistoric regions—has biased and narrowed our

view of interacting cultures. Also, the early tendency

to practice inductive reasoning, especially the postulating

of culture histories for large geographical areas using the

information from one site or area, has led to gross errors

of understanding.

Island reports suffers from insufficient analysis and from

the practices of (1) attempting to classify all types in

the same time-space typological scheme set forth by Willey

(1949) for the Florida Gulf Coast! or, (2) giving sherds new

names to reflect state or area (though not physical) dif-

the data in such reports, several alterations were neces-

re-analyzed) to fit currently accepted standards. Specific

is not possible to enrich the material. Specifically,

Weeden Island Plain (Willey 1949:409-411) is a type which

can only be recognized through rim sherds. The distinctive

folded, thickened, or underlined rim (with the incised line

imitating the rim fold) is the only way to recognize this

type. The body sherds are undistinguishable from the chatch-

logists classify smooth surfaced, sand tempered plain body



sherds as Weeden Island Plain, if the author did not

state in the report that only such rim sherds were typed

as Weeden Island Plain, one has no way of telling if body

sherds were included in the count. For this reason the

published reports must be taken at face value.

As mentioned previously, there are three series of

ceramics which make up the Weeden Island complex in north-

west Florida and adjacent areas of Georgia and Alabama.

The type sand tempered plain can be considered a constant,

while the incised-punctated series, the check stamped series

and the complicated stamped series all vary in frequency

Weeden Island region. Sears (Ms. b: 21-30) has published

a preliminary study which attempts to sort out all the

problems of Interaction of these three series. Basing his

survey. Sears discusses the distributions and combinations

of the various materials. This is the basic approach

to be taken in this ohapter. These three Weeden Island

ceramic series include the following:

Weeden Island Series . Listed and defined in Chapter I

These are the punctated, incised and red-painted types.

Complicated Stamped Series . Included in this



series listed in Chapter I. For practical purposes. Swift

Creek Complicated Stamped (Late Variety) is the most rep-

resentative and wide-spread of the series. Other types such

as Sun City Complicated Stamped, Tampa Complicated Stamped,

and Crooked River Complicated Stamped occur in small per-

centages on a number of sites. Kolomoki Complicated Stamped,

Complicated Stamped (Late) is an important variant of the

complicated stamped series.

Check Stamped (Wakulla) Series . A single type, Wakulla

Check Stamped, is used in this dissertation. Other types

such as Wilson Check Stamped, Henderson Check Stamped, and

Bear Creek Check Stamped, which are typologically similar

to Wakulla, and which are confined to Alabama, are lumped

Secular Ceramic Analysis

The ceramics were analyzed with two major problems

in mind. The first problem was to differentiate regions;

the second was to show the total distribution of the

Weeden Island complex and the individual series.

Although the existing ceramic data are, with only

two exceptions, the results of classification and not

problem oriented analysis, they were used to form the

basis for a statistical cluster analysis. The purpose of

this analysis was to differentiate cultural areas based on



distributions of the series. For analytical

southeast was divided into eight sub-areas.

purposes.

Central Panhandle:

Bay County, Florida

Covington County, Alabama
Gulf County, Florida
Liberty County, Florida

Wakulla County, Plorida
Leon County, Florida

Madison County, Florida

Hamilton county, Florida

Columbia County, Florida

Dixie County, Florida
Levy County, Florida
Citrus County, Florida
Hernando County, Florida

Hillsborough County, Florida
Manatee County, Florida

5. North-Central Florida
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Frequency distribution of mean percents of ceramic

1. weeden Island Series

3. Complicated Stamped Series





Series by analytical a
Weeden Island









Z scores of mean percents of the Complicated
Stamped Series by analytical areas.





e analyzed d xtreme variability in seven

where the check stamped and complicated stamped series

There is an apparent tendency for the Weeden Island

Central Panhandle and Alabama River areas. Complicated

stamping has the smallest representation of the three seri

by a praticular series. This, in tui

gional variations of Weeden Island, i

one area is dominated

i, makes defining re-

: this point, impos-

sible. The current lack of refinement in the data base,

the Weeden Island series in the northcentral Florida area

is skewed because the decorated materials in this area

different















geographically and in t ! collections, i

Here, such sites as Sycamore (8-GD-19) , and many of the

sites in Liberty County, Florida, on the Apalachicola,

Montgomery Field (9-DR-10) and Hales Landing (9-DR-15) are

predominantly, if not exclusively, check stamped and plain

t concentration of "pure" check stamped sites,

t noticeable examples are the upper levels of

te, Franklin County (Sears 1963). Further west

variants of Wakulla check Stamped,

re" complicated stamped sites is

County, Florida, and the Kolomoki period midden at Kolomoki,

are the two best examples for the Chattahoochee and

Apalachicola Rivers. Wheeler Springs, Okaloosa County,

Florida; Red Bay (WL-56) , Walton County, Florida; and Pits

1 and 2 at Carabelle (FR-2), Franklin County, Florida, are

the most obvious examples of this kind of site for the

coast. The Shelley midden, Pulaski County, Georgia, and

the Andrew site, Houston County, Georgia (W. Georgia College

collections), both on the central Ocmulgee River, are i.
-



OK-72, Okaloosa County, Florida; Davis Point west, BY-7, '

Bay County, Florida. On the Apalachicola, Chattahoochee

1-H0-6, Houston County, Alabama; the Weeden island period

midden at Kolomoki, Early County, Georgia; 9-CLA-7, Clay

County, Georgia; White Springs, 9-DR-7, Decatur County,

Georgia. In various other areas, sites including, Mitchell

Site, Covington County, Alabama; Kimbrough Gravel Pit,

midden materials. There- are also fairly substantial rep-

:he three series in all three kinds of

Distribution o

i reinforces the conclusion that at

functioning together or in different combinations.

Differences in percentages of series within sites and

within areas are examples of cultural differences and

temporal changes.



Using the concept of temporal change as the only ex-

planation of this observed pattern of ceramic differences,

as Willey (1949) and Percy and arose (1974) have done,

does not explain the data. A testable hypothesis, to serve

as a substitute for an explanation at this point, is that

the differences in series and type representation is the

result of cultural, i.e. . kin group differences. Each

series or type or modal cluster within a series is repre-

society. Differential representation of types, series,

and modal clusters represents differential representation

Two areas which alter the interpretation of the ceramic

distribution are northcentral Florida and the peninsular

coast. Here, the middens are overwhelmingly plain, either

sand tempered or sand and limestone tempered. The Weeden

Island complexes comprise very small percentages of the

secular materials. Thus, for practical purposes, the line

delineating the southeasterly extent of the series should

peninsular coast as illustrated.

The distribution, in quantity, of Kolomoki Complicated

Stamped, causes some major problems. Defined after Willey's

survey (1949), it is in many cases largely ignored and left

unrecognised in collections. DeJarnette's recent publication

on the Chattahoochee River (1975) undoubtedly includes

Kolomoki Complicated Stamped sherds under the Swift Creek







report was conducted in the 1940s, prior to

publications, and was not up-dated before publication.

Kolomoki excavations either did not recover Kolomoki Comp-

licated Stamped or did not recognize it. The still un-

published Fairchild's Landing report (Caldwell Ms.) dis-

Bullen (1958) lists JA-63, a "pure” Kolomoki site from

Wakulla County, Florida, also contains substantial deposits

of Kolomoki Complicated stamped, as does the Hall Site,

Wakulla County, Florida (Sears 1956).

It is obvious that Kolomoki Complicated Stamped is not

confined to a small area immediately surrounding the

Kolomoki site. It is found on the Gulf Coast, and the

stantial deposit of this type in midden context, illus-

trating an eastern distribution of Kolomoki Complicated

Stamped. It is suggested here that until further analysis

can be conducted, Kolomoki Complicated Stamped is an im-

portant element of the ceramic complex of many sites in

the southeast, but has thus far been lumped into the

type Swift Creek Complicated Stamped. Until we can suc-

cessfully sort this type out of future collections we will

not be able to successfully discuss the problems and

dynamics of Kolomoki, both as a site and as a ceramic

complex.



Weeden Island Distribution:

t of this section is to investigate the

content of mounds which contain Weeden Island

discussing the distribution and form of political and reli-

gious organization present within the cultures that produced

Weeden Island ceramics.

as representing stratification within a society (Binford

1971) , with the more elaborate burials afforded those in-

dividuals in the society with the highest status (Peebles

1971). The Weeden island burial mounds are examples of. this

differential disposal of the dead. In fact, we do not have

Thus, the most elaborate burials or mound structures ,

represent the disposal of the highest members of the society.

Peebles' (1971) work with the Moundville materials has demon-

strated this for a Mississippian population, as have Larson

(1971) for the Etowah site and Brown (1971) for the Spiro

site. Extending the models backward in time serves as an

explanatory tool for the Weeden Island materials.

The bulk of known Weeden Island mounds were excavated

by C.B. Moore during the late 1800s and early 1900s. By

current standards, Moore's excavations were poor, but by

the standards of his period, they were good. In fact.



, however, suffered f

unique Weeden Island effigy vessels were ideal for this

orientation. In many instances, he did not retain the

plain and check stamped materials, let alone illustrate

them. After a thorough study of Moore's field notes

William H. Sears (personal communication) has concluded

that the collections are highly biased in favor of the

elaborately decorated and exotic vessels, and the plain

and check stamped vessels were not always collected or

amics difficult to perform. The sample is not random, it

any attempt at cluster analysis, either formal or informal.

This reduces the ability to analyte the sacred Weeden

Island materials. For the purposes of this dissertation,

a descriptive approach has been chosen. This will outline

the nature of the mound materials as they are known, and



recognizably different ceremonial

ypes in the Weeden Island region: continuous use mounds •

n the Gulf Coast and east side pottery deposit mounds on

he northwest Florida coast and inland Georgia and Alabama,

here is, however, an observable overlap of sacred ceramics

n the middens of these regions. This could conceivably

How the determination of the relationship of sacred (mound)

nd secular (midden) complexes by matching sacred series

sherds recovered from the middens with those from the in-

complete vessels recovered from the mounds.

While Weeden Island ceramic types, as defined by Willey

(1949:446-448) are applicable to some mound materials, his

definitions do not work for others. A quick look at Willey's

attempts to apply the standard type names to Moore's il-

lustrations (Moore 1901, 1902, 1903, 1907, 1918) shows

the difficulty. It approaches the meaningless to apply the

term "Weeden Island Plain" to a human effigy vessel recovered

bowl recovered from a midden. The anthropological sig-

nifncance of the human effigy included in a burial mound

would be far greater than that possessed by a simple cooking

pot. The existing typology and classification fails to make

obvious the distinction. The nature of the ceramic ma-

terials included in the Weeden Island mounds is, to say

the least, odd. They range from "common" Weeden Island

Plain bowls to highly incised and punctated globular pots

to derived effigy pots to pedestaled effigys to human



effigies (Sears 1956: 22-23) . In many cases the vessels

are stylistically the same as those found in middens, but

are usually of better construction and execution of design.

Another often overlooked aspect of the mound materials is

that many vessels are small, often holding less than one

pint. Normal midden vessels would hold at least one

Handling the sacred ceramics on a descriptive basis

presents multiple problems. The truly unique nature of many

of the vessels prevents accurate, meaningful descriptions.

The sheer number of known vessels, often more than thirty

per mound, prevents illustration, or even brief description,

1902; 1903; 1907; 191B) illustrates and describes most

of the vessels he recovered, especially the more intriguing

ones. Willey (1949:197-346) provides a typological break-

down of the materials, and some illustrations. He also in-

cludes classifications and brief descriptions of some pots

that Moore did not illustrate. Sears (1956:20-30,57-68)

provides an analytical discussion of

illustrations, and a suggested developmental c

mounds and vessels, which he no longer feels is valid. F

to supplement the discussion of the Weeden Island sacred

presented below.



from Moore's excavations on

and up the Apalachicola, Chattahoochee and

Mounds D and E at Kolomoki are the best

characterized by: ( 1 ) a deposit of vessels and sherds,

made for ceremonial use, on the eastern or northeastern

center of the mounds; ( 2) all features of the mounds are

oriented to the east side and the center of the mound;

(3) a central burial in a specially prepared tomb is

probable. This cannot be documented for most of Moore's

descriptions. However, the Kolomoki excavations and some of

Sears (1958:275) illustrates the known distribution

of these mounds. There is a marked clustering at the mouth

of the Apalachicola River, along the adjaaent coast to

the east and west, and extending up the river. There is

a noticeable decline in the number of sites once the conflu-

However, this decline may be the result of sampling

third source for the Apalachicola) above Bainbridge, Georgia.

sacked by local collectors. This information suggests a



the Three Rivers area.

River valley is ex-Our knowledge of

tensive enough, however, to allow us to say that the concen-

tration of mounds on that river is indeed low. One ex-

Early County, Georgia (Steinen:1976a)which is discussed

in Chapter III of this dissertation. The western boundary

of this mound type in Okaloosa County, Florida, and the

eastern boundary is Taylor County, Florida.

suggested that the east side pottery deposit m

east of the Aucilla River into Suwannee and Co

Continuous Ose Type Mounds ; "Characteristics are scattering

of burials vertically and horizontally, sometimes in very

large numbers, without definite signs of layers, developed

surfaces, or internal structures. Artifacts, if present

at all, occur most often directly associated with the

, although



Presentation

and their included material makes a detailed discussion

extremely difficult. Moore's publications provide the basic

descriptive data (Moore 1901* 1902; 1903; 1907; 1918);

Willey (1949) provides a sometimes useable typological

breakdown; and Sears (1956) gives a theoretical approach.

By rough count there are fifty-eight mounds containing

Weeden Island series ceramics on the Gulf Coast from Santa

Rosa County, Florida, to the Warrior River; thirty-one south

of the Warrior River; at least twenty-one on the Apalachicola

Flint, and Chattahoochee rivers and Spring Creek; and one

on the middle Ocmulgee River. Inland Florida contains an-

Using ten vessels per mound as a conservative estimate,

the sacred ceramic assemblage for the entire Weeden Island

ture of the vessels suggests that each represents a separa

artistic and ceremonial expression (Sears 1973)

.

The terminology for ceramic descriptions presented

here follows common practice as well as specific cases

defined by sears (1956) and further explained later in thi

chapter. Form refers to the vessel shape. Subtypes of

this category are utilitarian forms, abstract forms, free

effigy forms, pedestaled effigy forms and derived effigy

forms. Shape is self-explanatory. It is a descriptive



n which the vessel was treated to modify the surface.

is organised by the analytical areas defined above.

The vessols are presented in descriptive form with the num-

ber " 1 " representing form, number "2 " representing shape

and number ”3" representing decoration. The data is further

condensed into tabular form in Appendices A-H.

Northwest Coast and Inland Pottery Deposit Types

Identifiable Weeden Island mounds are scarce west of

Choctowhatchee Bay. The westernmost mound is the Mound

Near Maester Creek near Pensacola Bay (Moore 1901:33-434),

which is an abberant form since the Weeden Island series

the mound. The Stocky Bayou mound (Moore 1901:455) on

Choctowhatchee Bay is identifiable as Weeden Island on

the basis of the recovery of a gourd-shaped ceramic

vessel, a shape that is found in other Weeden Island mounds

reached the number of mounds increases greatly. Mounds

were selected to show the great variety of materials con-

in the body of the chapter and reduced to tabular form in
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Red, Wakulla Check stamped, Weeden Island Punctated, Indian

Pass Incised, Weeden Island Zoned Plain, and Pinellas

Incised. Plate 14b illustrated an unclassified complicated

stamped sherd. Human effigy face adornos were recovered.

In most cases, incision and punctation were of the zoned

variety. Willey further classifies other materials, which

include a few more sherds of the Weeden Island series. Swift

Creek Complicated Stamped sherds, plus Englewood and Safety

Harbor ceramics. Wakulla Check Stamped and Carrabelle

Incised are the most common types (Willey 1949:110).

Palmer Mound, Sarasota County, Florida (Bullen s

Sullen lists the ceramics recovered from the Palmer

mound (Bullen t Bullen 1976:42) in tabular form. Of the

8,569 sherds recovered from the mound only 26 sherds, or

0.30 percent were of the Weeden Island series. The bulk

of the material (80.82 percent) was sand tempered plain).

No effigy or pedestaled vessels were recovered.

Northcentral Florida

, Alachua County, Florida (Smith 1

Sherds were evenly distributed through the mound fill,

o decorated Weeden Island series sherds were recovered,

and tempered plain, St. Johns series and Deptford seriesJohns series
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carried out, due to the biased nature of the mound vessels,

the pattern is clear. The mound vessels appear to be in

free association with the midden ceramics. Series and dec-

orative modes may be present in one context and absent in

ceramics, on the other hand, are present in fairly high

percentages in the peninsular coast and northcentral Florida

middens and mounds. These are absent in the middens of the

northwest coast and inland Georgia and Alabama. Likewise,

complicated stamped vessels and sherds are present in the

northern mounds and middens, but are generally absent in

the southern mounds and middens. An explanation for this

is presented in the following chapter. Pedestaled effigies

tend to cluster along the Apalachicola River and at its

mouth. The distribution of these forms parallels the

distribution of the pottery deposit mounds and complicated

Stamped ceramics. An explanation for this is also presented

in the following chapter.

A Definition of Heeden Island

From the analyzed data concerning the sacred and secular

materials and their contexts and distributions, a definition

of the Weeden Island ceramic complex can be derived. It

is designed to serve as an explanatory construct and to

aid in the future collection, analysis and synthesis of



northwest Florida Coast and Adjacent Areas , in this

region, Weeden Island is determined by the presence of

the Weeden Island ceramic series in either the sacred and/

Secular: Secular Weeden Island is confined t<

the northwest Florida, Alabama and Georgia ar.

as far west as Mobile Bay, north along the

Apalachicola-Chattahoochee rivers to the fall

Creek at least as far as Bainbridge. The more

northern extent of these rivers is archaeologically

of Weeden Island in in the area west of Montgomery.

The southern extent of weeden Island is Columbia

and Suwannee counties in Plorida.

A. Suggested sub-types.

1. Weeden Island. Defined by having

majority of decorated materials of the

punctated-incised series: Minority

decorated types include Wakulla Check

Stamped, complicated stamped, and cord-

marked. 30-70% of these collections

2. Wakulla-Weeden Island. Defined by having

majority of decorated materials of the

Wakulla Check Stamped type. Minority



decorated types will be of the punctated-

incised and complicated stamped series.

Sand tempered plain will be present in

smaller percentages than in other sub-

the Wakulla vessels were stamped over

their entire surfaces.

)

Swift Creek II-Keeden Island. Defined

by the majority of the decorated midden

materials being of the Swift Creek II

type. Punctated-incised series and the

types Wakulla Check Stamped and Kolomoki

Complicated Stamped may be present in

varying percentages. Sand tempered plain

Kolomoki-Weeden Island. Defined by having

Kolomoki Complicated Stamped as the dom-

inant decorated type. Punctated-incised

series, Wakulla Check Stamped, and Swift

in varying percentages in the collection.

Sand tempered plain constitutes 40-70% of

the sample. This is due to the Kolomoki

stamp usually being applied only to the



remotely functional, that is, have bases,

walls and orifices, but have developed

these features in rather exotic styles.

The vessel forms produced are heavily

modified from functional forms, but not

in the direction of either life forms

or of greater functional utility" (sears



curate, if greatly stylized, .

reservation of life forms. T1

to lack pedestals or other mot

cations designed to aid them :

taining an upright position, i

as spouts or other orifices"

b. Pedestaled effigies. Life forms on

pedestals, which range from rud-

imentary to well defined. "The ef-

the duck, owl and raptorial bird

—

important in that order of fre-

quence—are usually well made. The

although they are often rather heavily

sytlized..." (Sears 1956:23)

.

Derived effigies. "Such effigies are

functional vessel form is modified,

usually by the addition of such

features as heads, to produce a

variable degree of resemblance to

life forms" (Sears 1956:23).

Decoration and surface treatment. The

standard methods for decorating or treating



the surface of vessels are used in the sacred

ceramics. Many times they are only rudimen-

tarily related to counterparts in the secular

a. Plain. Two categories or types are pre-

thickening, or underlining.

(2) Weeden Island Plain. Sand tempered

bowls with folded, thickened or

Complicated Stamped. Two types. Swift

open bowls, cazeula bowls and beakers,

the stamping is confined to a band below



different

secular deposits.

d. Punctations. EUnctations are not common

Pulaski County, Georgia.

dently or in conjunction with incision,

is most common on pedestaled effigies.

Painting. There are three forms present,

Weeden Island Red, a term used to

classify vessels, bowls, and "plates"



yards in diameter and three to six feet

high, although both larger and smaller ex-

amples are known. The shape is usually

eonical. Internal structure can range from

highly complex, such as the elaborate Hounds

D and E at Kolomoki to fairly simple, as with

the Point Washington mound (Sears 1956;

Moore 1904:465-474). The most consistent

similarities are the east side deposit of

ceramics, which usually starts on the extreme

east side of the mound and continues to a

seemingly important i

of the mound. Secondary burials, skull

burials, and other primary burials are also

included in the mound. Patterns indicate

that construction of the mounds was one

continuous process, representing a single

ceremony.

Ceremonial centers. The ceremonial centers

are marked by (1) truncated substructure

mound; ( 2) at least one burial mound, and;

(3) vacant plaza fronting the truncated

mound with structured midden area around the

plana. Prom the mound materials recovered

pedestaled effigies are included in the de-



Peninsular Florida. This Weeden Island region is recognized

by the presence of Weeden Island series of ceramics in

sacred and secular contexts. The distribution is known

primarily for the Gulf Coast and secondarily for the north-

central Plorida area. These areas are discrete envlron-

menatlly, culturally and ceremonially.

scattered shell mounds on the Gulf/Marsh ecotone

and extend up the fresh water rivers (steinen 1976b;

Kohler 1975). The ceramic component is primarily

sand or limestone-tempered plain bowls. Minority

representation of St. Johns and punctated-incised

ceramic series are common. The punctated-incised

collection from any site and plain generally repre-

sents over 956 of the decorated sample. The sug-

gested name is the same as that applied to the

secular ceramics, i.e., Pasco. No Weeden Island

prefix or suffix is suggested.

B. Gulf Coast Sacred. Characterized by continuous use

type mounds, about the only way to differentiate

the Weeden Island associated burials from others

is by the deposits of Weeden Island series ceramics,

decorated or abstract vessels are known

ceremonialism to secular deposits is determined



by proximity to midden area. The suggested

name is Weeden Island Complex. This term is

used to differentiate it from Weeden Island

Sacred of 'the northwest coast and adjacent

and Green Point Complexes associated with the

Northcentral Florida Secular. These sites are

nature of sites ranges from shallow with no in-

f subterranean pits (Steinen 1975) to

with many storage pits (Cuumba 1972)

.

tempered plain, with admixture of St. Johns

the later stages (Steinen 1975). Weeden Island

punctated-incised sherds occur in small per-

centages. The suggested name is the same as

applied to the secular ceramics. Cades Pond.

Northcentral Florida Sacred. Defined by the pre-

sence of Weeden Island series ceramics in the

burial mounds. The nature of ceremonialism is

so greatly different from the Weeden Island

Sacred and Weeden Island Complex that it

qualifies for a new name. Due to

of the ceremonial materials and patterns,



area, it is suggested that the name "Cades

Pond Sacred" be used to differentiate it from

The above set of definitions, drawn from observed

patterns of materials and distributions represents an at-

the southeast.

Hopefully,

re-definition o

discussions.

he understanding of cultural dynamics in

It is unfortunate that the type site for

either sacred or secular. However, con-

Ld us in 'studying the Weeden Island problem,

the above description or reconstruction and

Weeden Island will help somewhat in future

presentation is presented in tabular form in appendices

A - H. References given there are keyed to the biblio-

graphy by letters placed in the left margine.
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Archaeologically observed patterns oC artifact dis-

tribution reflect the behavior patterns of those people

responsible for their production and use. Distribution

the Weeden island ceramic series/ consequently/ can be

used to interpret Weeden Island cultural dynamics. In

this chapter/ a series of models regarding Weeden Island

culture are presented and tested against the ceramic dis

tribution data. Those hypotheses which fit the data must

eventually be tested against new empirical data before a

final understanding of Weeden Island can ge achieved.

lysis has been the dogmatic adherence to Willey's (1949}

coastal sequence. In the past the well known and docu-

mented ceramic differences for Weeden Island within its

ology determined f

sequences. Researchers have for

i considered temporal in nature; how

(or this interpretation have never bi

'iter . Application of a ceramic chri

' a sample derived from a relatively

;ire Weeden Island region is not

It negates the possibility of sep-



the possibility that the differences are determined by cul-

tural, not temporal, dynamics, which would be manifested

in spatial distributions of the different ceramic complexes.

Tie analysis of secular ceramics presented in Chapter II of

this dissertation demonstrated that the three series com-

prising the Weeden Island ceramic complex overlap to a

great extent throughout the Weeden Island region. Further,

the distribution of "pure" sites is not confined to any one

area, and they are present throughout the Weeden Island

The basic premise that underlies the series of hy-

potheses presented in this chapter is that the observed

ceramic modes and types present in the Weeden Island series

and complexes are representative of the kin system of the

involved cultures. This premise has been demonstrated to

be true with the Arikara (Deetz 1963) and among the South-

west Pueblo cultures (Longacre I960) , and should be con-

sidered at least a testable hypothesis for Weeden Island.

The use of ceramic complexes to identify cultural groups

is known to be valid for historically known cultures.

The Iroquois {Ritchie 1965:200-325; Ritchie and MacNeish

1949) ; the Cherokee (Fenton and Gulick 1961) ; and the

Arikara (Deetz 1963) are excellent examples.

The following are a series of hypotheses tested against

ration. They were formulated in an attempt to clarify

and define the cultural dynamics involved with Weeden Island.



Weeden Island

Sacred: Hypothesis . The development of sacred Weeden

Island is a combination of exotic and internally de-

veloping traits, patterns and beliefs. These factors

reflect the cultural systems involved.

The recognizable beginnings Of Weeden Island sacred

life lie in the Green Point complex as defined and used

by Sears (1962) . Green Point, as described in Chapter I

Creek on the Gulf Coast of Florida, sears states that

“...Green Point, Huckleberry Landing, Anderson's Bayou and

Alligator Bayou have predominantly Early swift Creek

and St. Andrews Complicated Stamped pots, with a few zoned

rocker stamped specimens of western origin or inspiration.

The very last of these structures are of the patterned

type with east side pottery deposits" (Sears 1962:16).

The western origins or western inspiration for the vessels

are, according to Sears (1962:12-13), from the Lower

period of adjustment on the eastern Gulf Coastal Plain.

This period of adjustment, calling for internal production

of ceramics for ceremonial use and requiring the people to



necessitate the utilisation of the known—secular-

decorative and form modes. For our purposes, the most

important development in Green Point ceremonialism is the

beginning of east side deposit mounds, a marker for the

following Weedon Island period (Sears 1962:11-12)

.

Green Point developed from the midwestern inspired

This is demonstrated by the gradual disappearance of the

classic Hopewellian artifacts in the mounds and by the

increased use of domestic materials and designs (Sears 1962

Table 1) . Materials and ideas from the Red River Mouth

tradition of the Lower Missisisppi Valley replaced those

of the Hopewellian tradition (Sears Ms. b:29).

Secular: Hypothesis. The development of secular Weeden

Island is a combination of exotic and internally developing

traits, patterns and beliefs. These factors reflect the

cultural systems involved.

The Weeden Island cermaic modes did not develop in the

Weeden Island area. The punctation and incision tech-

niques have no observable developmental sequence east of

Mobile toy . Three well-established ceramic traditions

were functioning on the eastern Gulf Coastal Plain

prior to Weeden Island. They were plain, check stamping,

and complicated stamping. The incised and punctate tech-

niques and motifs are observable as having developed in

the lower valley during Tchefuncte and Marksville times.

Exact decorative counterparts to the Weeden Island series



Troyville series

1951) . The main difference between the Weeden Island

series and the Troyville series is that the Weeden Island

series uses sand tempering and the Troyville series uses

The only Weeden Island ceramics from Known strati-

graphic contexts are from the panhandle Gulf Coast.

Willey's test at the Carrabelle site (FR-2) in Franklin

County, Florida, shows that Weeden Island Plain, Weeden

Island Incised and Carrabelle Punctated are present in

small percentages in the upper levels of the test pits

I-IV, and are, at this point, stratigraphically contem-

poraneous with the Swift Creek, Deptford and Franklin

Plain materials (Willey 1949:49-52). Pit V, on the other

hand, shows that Weeden Island Incised, Weeden Island

Plain, Carrabelle Incised and Carrabelle Punctated are in

the upper four levels with Swift Creek Complicated Stamped

the dominant decorated type for six levels o:

Deptford Bold Check Stamped is represented by only t'

334 sherds (Willey 1949:38-54).

Mound Field (WA-8) in Wakulla County, Florida, yeilds

similar evidence. Here, Weeden Island Plain is represented

in all eight levels of both Pit I and II, with Weeden Island

Incised, Carrabelle Punctated, Carrabelle Incised, Keith

Incised, Indian Pass Incised, Tucker Ridge-pinched, and

Wakulla check Stamped represented in various percentages

in the upper six levels. Swift Creek (Kolomoki) Complicated



is represented in all levels in amounts roughly equal to

or exceeding the Weeden Island (incised-punctated) series

types (Sears 1956:68). Of* note here are the low percentages

of Wakulla Check Stamped (0.1-0. 8%), which overlap with

the Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (Willey 1949:62).

The Sowell Site (BY-3) , in Bay County, Florida, has

a different picture all together. Here, the upper level

of the tests contain Ft. Walton Incised, Lake Jackson

Plain, Pensacola Plain, and Leon Check Stamped materials.

Weeden Island complex types represented are Weeden Island

Plain, Weeden Island Incised, Carrabelle Incised, Carrabelle

Punctated, Indian Pass Incised, Tucker Ridge-pinched, St.

Petersburg Incised, Wakulla Check Stamped, and Swift Cr.eek

Complicated Stamped. Swift Creek sherds are not common,

but do overlap considerably with the Wakulla Check Stamped

in Pit II and IV. Wakulla Check Stamped is absent from the

lowest levels of the two deepest test pits; however. Swift

Creek Complicated stamped is represented by only three

shreds, while Wakulla Check Stamped materials are absent.

In total numbers, Swift Creek Complicated Stamped is

represented by only eleven sherds, making it an extreme

minority type at the site (Willey 1949:64-71).

At the Fort Walton site, (OK-6) in Okaloosa County,

Florida, Weeden Island decorated types, Weeden Island

Plain, Weeden Island Incised, Carrabelle Incised,

Carrabelle Punctated, Keith Incised, Indian Pass Incised,



Tucker Ridge-pinched, Wakulla Check Stamped, and Swift

Creek Complicated Stamped are represented in most levels

in varying quantities. Wakulla Check Stamped and Swift

Creek Complicated Stamped overlap signifieangly in Pits

II and III. Pit I has little representation of either

dominantly Deptford in nature. Wakulla C

Swift Creek Complicated Stamped, Carrabelle P

Carrabelle Incised, and Weeden Island Plain are minority

types with some overlap. In Pit VI, the Weeden Island

decorated types are represented in various levels, with

Wakulla Check Stamped and Swift Creek Complicated Stamped

overlapping significantly in the middle levels. Swift *

Creek Complicated Stamped is a minority type for the

collection. Sand tempered plain is here, as it is every-

where, the most numerous type. Pit VII shows a similar

picture, with the Swift Creek Complicated Stamped materials

represented in the lower levels to the exclusion of Wakulla

Check Stamped. However, Weeden Island Plain is represented

in all eleven excavation levels and most of the other rep-

resented Weeden Island series types are also present (Willey

Gulf Breeze, (SA-8) , Santa Rosa County, Florida,

digenous types and a continuation of the existing ceramic

traditions (Willey 1949:89-94 ) . There was no drastic,

complete replacement of ceramic types and series as would



be indicative <

a population replacement (Deetz

The pattern is of addition.

!W peoples representing

jk types east of Mobile

migration of peoples to

long term, constant Cl

of evidence demonstrating mi

degree of Troyville a

Bay (Wimberly 1960) r

the east. However, t

tradition ceramic modes i:

which is "...characterized by a lack of significant degree

of recurrent association in receiver and donor cultures.

Similarities exist only on the attribute level and the

method of employing these attributes may be quite different

in each assemblage. This mode of occurence. .. indicates

and unstructured, temporary exchange of people b

Weeden Island Origins

Hypothesis . The origins of sacred and secular traits ob-

servable in Weeden Island, i.e. .punctated and incised

ceramic modes, are from the lower Missisisppi Valley

Troyville/Coles Creek series. These modes reflect the

diffusion of new elements or forms of cultural organ-

ization, i^e^, clans added to the existing systems.

The initial recognition of developing sacred Weeden



Island, as mentioned above, is in the late Green Point

complex, with its east side deposit mounds. Hidden

velopment. Green Point is viewed here as a period of ad-

justment to the decline of midwestern Hopewellian contacts,

a period when the local Hopewellian affiliated cultures

were forced to "make do on their own". The secular cultures

(or complexes) developed into late Marksville and Coles

Creek in Louisiana and Early Swift Creek (secular) and Green

Point (sacred) in the Florida panhandle. With the demise

probably based on some form of "developing system of super-

natural controls required by an agricultural (maize)

economy base" (Sears 1971b:325) developed. Issaquena and

Green Point/Early Swift Creek developed separately but

from basically the same village agricultural base. Through

Coles Creek (Ford 1951) and Weeden Island ceramic series

continued their great similarity. At this point,

the writer suggests that the adoption of the Troyville/

context, parallels the demonstrable ceremonial change

from Green Point to Weeden Island. This change is repre-

sentative of' the appearance of a new set of social ideas,

consisting primarily of a more complex form of socio-

political organization. The new ceramic modes would be



indicative of the new elements in the social system,

socio-political system. Adopting a more developed,

stronger, and probably more economically productive system

which was essentially a parallel, complementary development

nology were adopted from the Lower Valley. Constant con-

tact between the two areas, with parallel political and

religious development occurred through time and eventually

developed, with external influence, into the Natchez

form of political organization, i.e. chiefdoms (Sears 1954

j

Swanton 1911)

.

This approach to Weeden Island development serves to

explain the differences in midden composition in the

areas. Secular Weeden Island, which is recognized through

ceramics, consisted of the addition of some new social

elements, reflected in the Weeden Island series, into the

area. The three existing ceramic traditions continued

to function, sometimes discretely, sometimes in combination

with each other and one or more of the new (Weeden Island)

types. However, with the many sites known where all four

traditions are present, we can safely say that the new

elements were adopted by most people. Differential pre-

sence of modes of types of the Weeden Island complex

in individual middens would reflect the presence and

absence



concept of secular Weeden Island lacks temporal control.

overall evolutionary sequence almost impossible to determine.

Willey's weeden Island I and II , based on the dropping out

check stamped series, and more recently Percy's six stage

sequence are, in the light of this approach, unusable.

The changes in percentages and modes of types will reflect

internal changes in villages, not the whole Weeden Island

area. Differential distributions of these long-lasting

Troyville/Coles Creek ceremonialism, while poorly

known, does not appear to be very similar to Weeden Island

ceremonialism. Mound C at Greenhouse lacks the essential

ceremonialism, which became Weeden Island. The new con-

veloping ceremonialism of the Green Point complex. What

accompanying ceramic modes and modal clusters. The modes



would, in this case, be indicative of divisions of the

new social order, an order circumscribed around kin-based,

ascribed status differences. The transmittance of

modes (ideas) instead of whole types would be a reflection

of the incomplete transference of a total culture. This

writer suggests that once Weeden Island and Troyville/

Coles Creek became established as cultural entities, they

interacted to a great extent, which continued to increase

their similarity.

Chronology and Temporal Placement

Secular: Hypothesis. Existing data, due to (1) lack

of regional stratigraphic excavations; (2) small sample

size of surface collections; (3) classification of col-

lections rather than analysis; and (4) lack of radio-

carbon dates does not allow for the establishment of a

Weeden Island chronology at this time.

Placing Weeden Island and Kolomoki temporally and

chronologically is difficult. There is a range of radio-

carbon dates for Weeden Island and Kolomoki materials which

tend to disagree (See Table 1)

.

The generally accepted date for beginning Weeden Island

question altogether. Brose and Percy (1974) suggest AD

1000. W.H. Sears has recently suggested a terminating

date of AD 1400 at the latest (Sears' Ms. c: 27-30)

.

Most feel that AD 1200 is a safe estimate for the ending



of Weeden Island, and recent evidence from southcentral

Georgia lends support to the later dates, at least for the

eastern portion of the Weeden Island region.

To be able to determine chronological change, there

must be a method of identifying that change. Ceramically,

this would be carried out through the change in percentages

of use of ceramic types or modes. Stratigraphic excavations

are the ideal source of this information with the actual

ordering of sites and determination of the ceramic chron-

ology being determined by seriation. This process entails

the actual analysis of the material asking the question

of chronology. Bow does a defined type change through

time? Is Weeden Island Incised the same for five hundred

to eight hundred years of manufacture? Classification will

not answer these questions, but problem-oriented analysis

dating methods aid in the establishment of

but they cannot he employed independently

of the ceramic analysis. A series of radiocarbon dates

will demonstrate that there is indeed a temporal p

involved, but it will do nothing to tell us what the

Sacred: Hypothesis . Weeden Island mounds represent t:

end point of Weeden Island occupation at a site or in .

given area. Therefore the temporal ordering of mounds
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The analysis of mound materials presented in Chapter

XI of this dissertation indicates that inclusions are

widely varied. Many mounds include examples of Kolomoki

Complicated Stamped vessels. Writing of mound contents.

Sears says, "All contain Weeden Island specimens which are

usually in unique shapes, have unusual combinations of

decoration or some other unique feature. Associated with

these technically Weeden Island specimens are a check

stamped pot or two and a few complicated stamped specimens.

This latter category almost invariably ineludes Kolomoki

Complicated Stamped...*' (1973:36).

Sears (1952a:105) lists the following sites in north-

western Florida-southwestern Georgia as having Kolomoki-

Complicated Stamped ceramics: Holley; Porters Bar; Tucker;

Hall; Mound Field; Warrior River, Mound A; Warrior River,

Mound B; Bird Hammock; Lewis Place, Mound Near Point

Washington; Kemps Landing; Marsh Island; Munnerlyns Landing;

Chipola Cut-off; and Tarpon Springs.

The ceramics included in the pottery caches within

the mounds are often broken, and not all of the sherds

attempts to reconstruct vessels from Kolomoki (see photos)

and McKeithen sites further demonstrate that complete

vessels were often not included in the mounds. The

inclusion of single skull burials and secondary burials in

many Weeden Island mounds, including Kolomoki Mounds D and

E (Sears 1956:11-12) suggests that more than one generation



of people were buried in the mound. Sears (1973) has

suggested that ceramics and sherds included in the mounds

represent years of accumulation in the villages. This

is indicated by the extremely worn appearance of some of

the sherds found in ceremonial context. The Kolomoki

excavations, as shown by the lack of observable humus lines

within Mounds D and E at the site, demonstrate that the

process of mound building represents a single ceremony

that lasted a short period of time (Sears 1956:11-12)

.

This data, indirect as it may be, indicates a pattern

for the burial mounds. If it is granted that there were

fewer mounds than villages (120 * mounds to 200 villages)
,

period, it would be impossible for only one mound to have

been constructed every generation. The inclusion of

partial and secondary burials suggests that the mound

burials represented several generations of people being

s represent t

or constructed at a given time for the

Weeden Island area indicates that the m

mound being constructed as part of the ceremonial closing

of the site. Ceramic vessels and deflashed bodies would

have been stored in temples in the villages until it was



included in the mounds may represent over 100 years of

accumulation. If the vessels were made during the entire

period before being included in the mounds, then ordering

the mounds by ceramic attributes may not be possible.

The overlapping of village occupation, of vessels, and

mound construction sequence for the area would certainly

muddle any stylistic analysis. Further, it has been sug-

gested (Sears personal communication) that the effigy

vessels and Kolomoki Complicated Stamped materials were

made at Kolomoki and disseminated out to the supporting

villages. If this is true, then stylistic analysis to

determine temporal and spatial boundaries would be further

complicated by the one point of distribution. This writer

feels that the vessels included in the mounds represent

vessels made for a specific sacred purpose. Bach is unique

and meaningful. Classifying them by type and category

(effigy, pedestaled effigy, etc.) may organize the ma-

meanings. Only when we include the data in the proper con-

:o decipher

(Binford

Linkage of Ceramonial Centers. Hypothesis 1 . Ceramic

similarity, both sacred and secular, of the three known

Weeden Island ceremonial centers allows for the determination

cultural linkages.



Linkage of Ceremonial Centers; Hypothesis 2. The Kolomoki

Complicated Stamped and Weeden Island series are co-eval,

not sequential.

Chapter II, some writers have argued that Sears' continuum

of Kolomoki after Weeden Island is not correct, and that

in reality it was the reverse, with Kolomoki preceding the

Weeden Island materials. Recent evidence from Florida and

southcentral Georgia sheds some more light on this problem

The McKeithen site, a Weeden Island ceremonial center

in Columbia County, Florida, contains classic Kolomoki-

type pedestaled effigy vessels in one mound. The midden

has predominantly sand tempered plain sherds and sherds of

the Weeden Island punctated-incised series, as well as a

small percentage of Leon-Jefferson, Leon Check Stamped,

and Mission Red Filmed sherds. The Shelly Mound, in

Pulaski County, Georgia, on the central Ocmulgee River, con

tained over thirty vessels. Included in them were vessels

of the following types: Kolomoki Complicated Stamped,

Swift Creek II, Weeden Island Plain, sand tempered plain,

one unidentified punctated vessel, and one unidentified

incised vessel. No effigy or decorated weeden Island

series vessels are present in the collections. The mid-

den next to the mound contained plain, cord marked, and



Etowah Complicated Stamped sherds. A collector from the

area informed this writer that a friend of his has col-

lected Etowah Complicated stamped from the same area. The

Andrew's site, Houston County, Georgia, upstream from the

Shelly site, contained mostly plain and complicated stamped

materials, with a fair representation of the Weeden Island

series. Among the complicated stamped sherds was Kolomoki

covered from the site.

"toy" pots. Check stamping was extremely scarce at both

sites. At Kolomoki, Troyville/Coles Creek ceramic modes

are evident in the pottery. Yokena Incised and French

Fork Incised, Troyville/Coles Creek trade sherds further

demonstrating the cultural contact, were recovered from

the midden (Sears 19S6illO). Aside from the decorative

techniques, the overall pot:shape, which is a small globular

collared bowl, with flat disc or round bases, on Kolomoki

Troyville/Coles Creek materials. Further, the Mississippian

"flavor" in pots from mounds D and E (Sears 1956:114}

m Kolomoki, Mitchell,Using the ceramic data fr

and Shelly sites, this writer feels that it i

possible to corroborate the earlier conclusions, that

Weeden Island series ceramics and* Kolomoki Complicated

Stamped were co-eval, and not sequential: and to make



following distributions are apparent: (1) McKeithen:

Kolomoki Pedestaled effigies in burial mound, weeden Island

series in midden. No Kolomoki Complicated stamped in

Stamped i

mounds; (

corated t

in midden; (2) Kolomoki: Kolomoki Complicated

-n middens and mounds. Pedestaled effigies in

Weeden Island series in part of the middens and

litchell: weeden Island series in the midden,

• unknown; and (4) Shelly: Kolomoki Complicated

*e mounds, no effigies or Weeden Island de-

. Midden is plain, cord marked, and Etowah

Complicated Stamped.

Kolomoki, McKeithen and Shelly can be linked through

the common elements in the mounds. Kolomoki and McKeithen

are linked by the pedestaled effigies; Kolomoki and Shelly

by the Kolomoki Complicated Stamped vessels. Therefore,

McKeithen and Shelly, because of similar relationship to

Kolomoki, must be temporally the same. Mitchell can be

linked to Kolomoki and McKeithen by similar midden content.

This, then links all four sites through either the sacred

or secular materials. If true, then the Weeden Island

and Kolomoki Complicated Stamped materials should be co-

eval. My support of Sears' contention for placing the

Kolomoki component after Weeden Island component at

Kolomoki is detailed in chapter II. The late temporal

placement of the Kolomoki component of the site and the

ceramic type is corrorborated by the finding of a Kolomoki

burial mound in association with the Etowah Complicated



Stamped materials at Shelly. The reason for the different

midden materials at the four sites is that they represent

tradition, at MeKeithen and Mitchell, the Weeden Island

series, with small amounts of Complicated stamped and check

stamped continued to be used. At Kolomoki, that element

of the society which manufactured the complicated stamped

pottery developed through time into the dominant social

group at that site , and continued a ceramic tradition

which lasted to the historic period.

The shelly site offers a new dimension to Weeden Island •

studies. Previously we knew little of the area east of the

Flint River. The Shelly materials suggest that Weeden

Island ceremonialism functioned with a fifth secular ceramic

series, the cord marked and rectilinear complicated stamped

materials of Caldwell's Middle East Tradition (Caldwell

1958:23-27). Sears (personal communication) considers this

rectilinear complicated stamp a development of the South

Appalachian ceramic tradition. Further research is needed

to determine the actual nature of this interaction. Por

a closing date of Weeden Island then, we may place it

location.

Political and Religious Organisation: Hypothesis 1. Pre-

sence of recognizable ceremonial centers and differential

disposal of the dead indicates that Weeden Island was a

stratified chiefdom level society.



Political and Religious Organization: Hypothesis 2. Polit-

ical and religious contacts can be determined through an-

alysis of sacred and secular artifacts, structures and

The study of the distribution of ceremonial structures

and middens oan provide a great amount of information

concerning the religious and political structure of pre-

provides the basis for what is referred to as Political

Archaeology.

Sears' discussion deals with what he terms the state.

Basing his definitions on Hoebel (1949:3771 and Gearing

(1962:76), he outlines the three basic needs in identifying

the prehistoric state. However, the use of the term state

has become more stringent recently, due to renewed interest

in complex societies and most archaeologists now agree that

Weeden Island was a chiefdom level of socio-political

organization. To minimize debate, the term political or-

ganization is substituted here for either state or cheifdom.

Political organization is defined as that system within a

society that in some way controls or decides the actions

of the members of that society. This, obviously, can

function on many levels of political society (Pried 1967)

.

To identify a prehistoric political organization, we

1. Define the social group (culture) which is pre-

sumed to be composed of a number of communities:



2. Define the territory of the culture. This, in

application, would be the same as identifying the

culture; and

3. Identify and define the sub-group (political organ

ization) within the society which exerts the

political control over the rest of the population

punctated types i.

and identified by

midden complexes.

of Weeden Island, the group, or groups,

defined by the possession of specific

, which include the weeden Island incised-

n the midden. The territory is defined

the areal distribution of these various

Thirdly, the controlling element is de-

ed ceramics and their distribution in both

midden and mound deposits.

There have been several discussions of Weeden Island

ceremonial and social structure (Sears 1954; 1968; Fairbanks

1965; Brose and Percy 1974). These models center around

explanation of the complexity of the Weeden Island system.

The following discussion will draw on them, with expansion

from recently available data.

Sears (1954) has discussed the great similarity be-

tween the historic Natchez type social system (Swanton

1911:67-118) and Weeden Island. Principal Natchez traits

which bear great similarity to Weeden Island are: elaborate

burial mounds; ceremonial centers; stratified societies

(marked by differential disposal of the dead)

;



physical

The Natchez type of social organization is known

ethnohistorically for most of the eastern Gulf Coastal

Plain. The Natchez proper in the lower Mississippi Valley

(Swanton 1911), the Apalachee in northwest Florida (Swanton

1911:116-118), and some of the Timucua of the Florida

Peninsula (Swanton 1911:234-376), represent some documented

examples of the Natchez social organization.

A central town with outlying subsidiary towns

and villages. "This great chief commands all

the chiefs of the eight other villages. .. the •

chiefs of the other villages send him what has

been obtained from the dances of their villages...

this grand chief is as absolute as a king"

(Penicout in Swanton 1911:100).

A single, great, omnipotent chief who politically

dominated subsidiary chiefs and the whole pop-

ulation. Of the Calusa, Goggin and Sturtevant

f at this main town, whom the Spanish referred

s had local headmen. "He is absolute master

he life and goods of his Subjects, he disposes

hem according to his pleasure, his will is his

Swanton



A stratified society, clearly defined social

classes with distinct socio-political roles.

Swanton (1911:107) summarizes the Natchez system

in descending order as: Suns

—

Children of Sun

mothers and Stinkard fathers; Nobles—Children

of Noble mothers and Stinkard fathers or of Sun

fathers and Stinkard mothers; Honored people—
Children of Honored women and Stinkard fathers

or of Noble fathers and Stinkard mothers;

Stinkards—Children of Stinkard mothers and

Honored men or of Stinkard fathers and Stinkard

An elaborate burial system for Suns. Descriptions

are elaborate and gory. Swanton describes several.

All include human sacrifice; elaborate ceremonialism

destroyed and a new mantle being built on the

ceremonial mound, and bones being stored in the

A substructure mound, "...they raise a mound of

artificial soil on which they build his (the

as the temple" (LaPetit in Swanton 1911:102).

A great chief closely tied to subsistence and

ceremonialism. "Evening and morning the grand

the right



worship their

people who await them before the door a thousand

lies—whatever they happen to think of" (DuPratz

in Swanton 1911:159). "These feasts are equally

religious and political, religious in that they

appear to be instituted to thank the Great Spirit

for the benefits he has sent them, political in

that the subjects pay their sovereign the tribute

which they owe" (DuPrazt in Swanton 1911:110).

In summary, we can say that the Natchez system is a

highly stratified theocracy with elaborate morturay

ceremonialism and a form of redistributive economy.

weeden Island similarities to the Natchez social system

are marked. Most have been outlined above, however they

will be summarized, and a suggested match to their

Natchez parallels presented below.

1. A central town with outlying subsidiary towns and

villages. The central town or ceremonial center

would be Kolomoki. Subsidiary ceremonial centers,

regional centers, are Mitchell site in Alabama

and McXeithen site in Florida. Outlying villages

and homesteads are the scattered middens and

gested from elaborate burials in Mounds D and E

at Kolomoki, Size of the mounds, richness of the



inclusions, sophistication and number of vessels

all, when compared to other Weeden Island mounds,

indicate that this was where the most important

individual in the Weeden Island culture lived.

Stratified society. Sears (1954:340), Peebles

(1971:68-91), Binford (1971:6-29), Larson (1971:

the status of the individual at death usually re-

flects his status in the society. The Weeden

Island mounds and the inclusions represent the

burial of the persons of the highest status.

Actually they represent the only known burials for

the period.

An elaborate burial ceremony for the head chief.

See #3 above. Evidence for retainer sacrifice

was found in Mound E at Kolomoki with two bodies

resting on the edges of the cremation pit. Storage

of bodies in the temple is demonstrated by the

single skull and secondary burials known for

Sub-structure mounds. Mound A at Kolomoki, and

the truncated mounds at McKeithen and Mitchell

sites are the examples for this in Weeden Island.

A great chief closely tied to subsistence and

religion. This is assumed, based on evidence

for stratification in the society and ethnohistoric



Sears (1952b) discusses the close relationships between

Kolomoki Mound D and Natchez mortuary ceremonialism from

the seventeenth century. He cites similarities between

the two as follows (Sears 1952b: 4-5):

The death of an individual begins a

The presence of a litter ai

D (Sears 1952b: 6) suggests that it was used to

transport the body of the paramount individual.

"The erection of a small replica of the temple

mound over these graves and the rather definite

alignment and spatial relationship between the

graves is analogous to the Natchez burials in the

temple mound and in front of it, also in definite

pattern" (Sears 1952b:5).

Extended bodies in log tombs indicate human sac-

rifices similar to the Natchez.

The mass cremation and single skull burials are

suggestive of "housecleaning 1' the temple.

The pottery deposit, which has no parallel in

the Natchez system, indicates that a more

elaborate and costly ceremonialism was functioning

at Kolomoki. He further states (1952b: 5-6 ) that

t tendency to a more elaborate

than is observable with



Eor understanding and

id patterns. Sears (

sms probable that thi

: a culture area

If Coastal Plain fi

Because of the obvious similarity of Weeden I

the Natchez system, this writer feels confident th,

use the Natchez system as a base

plaining Weeden Island dynamics a.

of social organization was found .

the Natchez in historic times and

level, perhaps 1100-1300, it was

social organization characteristic o

roughly coincident with the lower Gu

east Texas to Tampa Bay in Plorida."

The roots of this system probably lie i

Hopewellian ceremonialism known throughout the area.

Through time, interaction, and response to similar eco-

logical and cultural stresses, the earlier Hopewellian

ceremonialism, with its limited political control (Sears

1968:137-140), developed in the various areas to the

highly stratified, agriculturally based societies that con-

fronted the Spanish and French in the sixteenth century.

The similar Hopewell ian-related origins and the established

cultural contact which is demonstrabel in both sacred and

secular contexts, especially with Weeden Island, is the key

to understanding the dynamics behind the similar cultural

Figure 13 illustrates the distribution' of the three

known ceremonial centers in relation to the known distri-

bution of Weeden Island ceramics. This distribution and
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to make speculative suggestions concerning the political

and social organization of Weeden Island peoples.

Based on the similarities to the Natchez model/ it

is suggested that Weeden Island functioned with a central

ceremonial center at Kolomoki, two known regional ceremonial

centers at McKeithen and Mitchell, and a series of subor-

dinate political/religious leaders living in the villages.

The pattern of authority is illustrated in figure 13.

all authority emanated from the great chief at Kolomoki

and was distributed proportionally to the regional centers

and village leaders. In turn, allegiance and tribute were

paid through the system, and eventually accrued to the great

chief at Kolomoki.

The hierarchial organization allows everyday contact

between elements of the religious/political organization

and the common people. The religious/political leaders

would be of the noble class, and the inhabitants of the

village "stinkards." Those who lived in the ceremonial

centers, both the primary and secondary, would be of all

three classes—suns, nobles, and stinkards. This contact

between the political organization of the society and the

stinkards on an everyday level would allow for a rigid or-

ganization of the society, the stinkards producing sub-

sistence items for redistribution, the allocation of labor,

and the collection of tribute. The population could



be easily organised to perform seasonal ceremonies (Swanton

1911:110-123), participate in the elaborate burial cere-

monies, and work in construction of the mounds, both burial

and sub-structure. In turn, when elements of the population

were being used in construction activities, the basic work

schedule of hunting/gathering/gardening/ needed to be ad-

justed to make up for the absent workers.

Distribution of known mounds and village sites in-

dicates both riverine-forest and coastal adaptations.

Sears (Ms.c:29) states that sites are not generally known

in the piney flatlands inland from the coast and away from

the rivers and developed streams. Larson (1969:314-325).

draws basically the same conclusion when he discusses the

great green desert of the Gulf Coastal Plain.

This pattern of environmental adaptation suggests

strongly that there was some form of developed redistri-

butive system functioning , with coastal sites supplying

marine resources and inland sites, located on the rivers

and streams, supplying agricultural and non-marine com-

modities. Ibis redistribution system, discussed by

Fairbanks (1965:57-62) helps to explain the distribution

of known Weeden Island sites. Service (1962:145) notes that

chiefdoms often exist in ecologically varied situations.

With strong religious and political control of the pop-

ulation, direction of the redistributive economy would lie

in the hands of the village, regional and central chiefs.

Movement of foodstuffs to a central (or series of central)



storehouses, and the redistribution of the goods out, would

be determined by the leaders on different levels and the

ultimate source of authority in these matters would rest

with the great chief at Kolomoki. Further, the concentration

of sites on the coast adjacent to and up the Apalachicola

mounds are in this area, as are most of the village sites,

indicating that this area was the center of Keeden Island

occupation, with the logical extension up the rivers for

horticultural activities

.

supposed redistributive network, the fact that recognizably

similar cultures, on both the sacred and secular levels

inhabited different environments suggests strongly that it

is so. Until more complete data are available, this sug-

gestion must be considered a hypothesis at this time.

Placement of the three ceremonial centers on the

periphrey of the Weeden Island areas is a question that

needs to be approached. If these centers were in actuality

the points of religious and political control of the society

it would seem logical that they would be located in a

central place to better serve the population. Another

possibility is that these three ceremonial centers were

located in prime agricultural areas to allow for the large

populations which apparently lived there. The placement



Kolomoki on the northern frontier

may have been because of external

of the Weeden Island area

obvious Mississippian influence in some of the sacred cer-

amics indicates contact. These influences are generally

absent from other mounds, and from the secular ceramics.

This seems to indicate that Kolomoki was located so that

it could interact directly with external cultures.

McKeithen and Mitchell, in the southeastern and southwestern

fulfill the needs of the system in these areas. Trigger

writes: "The overall distribution of settlements is also

affected by political organization. Internal security may

require garrisons of administrative towns in various

sections of the country. Hsiao-tung Gei (1953:90-100)

describes the ch'enqs , or administrative towns of imperial

e emperor's representatives and the

d in these towns and administered t

An alternative explanation of the observed settlement

pattern and distribution of ceremonial centers is that

there were three separate Weeden Island "cultures”, each

with a separate, independent ceremonial center. Kolomoki,

McKeithen, and Mitchell represented the separate ceremonial

centers dominating individual areas.

political entities sharing a distinctly similar set of



action Sphere" would be applicable here. The three sep-

remain distinct political entities.

an the three politico/

The second factorreligious organizations involved.

Until these variations a

and found to apply to th

f the Weeden Island area

! recognized in the

i suggested tripartate

1st be considered hypothetical in nature. Pol-

lown quantities, the second model should be

: this time since the existing data do not

i supports the model of a single politico/



however, may be the result of sampling error. So far, only

two sites that can be recognised as ceremonial centers

have been recorded. It is possible that there are more in

Peninsular Florida: Hypothesis. Differential use of cera-

mic types and series in secular and sacred deposits, mound

types and internal structure indicates a different complex

Peninsular Florida presents a completely different

set of patterns than does the northwest coast. Going be-

yond presence/absence trait lists, the archaeologist must

ask questions and make observations concerning cultural

patterns and systems. These patterns reflect cultural .

similarities or differences. When there is a major change

in the pattern observable in the archaeological record.

This is what marks the peninsular cultures as being dif-

The basic patterns in peninsular Florida, south of

the Aucilla River, with the exception of the area of the

McKeithen site, which has been treated as an extension of

the panhandle, have been described in Chapter II of this

dissertation. They represent a different pattern of Weeden

The secular village assemblages are predominantly

sand tempered plain bowls or limestone tempered plain bowls.

Weeden Island series types listed for this area in



Chapter II are minority types

absent. This Florida bowl tradition (Sears Ms.a:5-9)

of ceramics to European contact

The sacred assemblage fount

Kolomoki Complicated Stamped vessels so common in the

northern Weeden Island region. These two factors suggest

that the cultures of the peninsular areas are different

from those to the north. The continuation of the same

burial mode and the same village ceramics through time (the

only change in the latter was the addition of Weeden Island

of small amounts of the punctated-inoised ceramics to the

to the secular deposits) suggests that in the peninsula.

"Social structure. . .changed very little from some centuries

B.c. to the contact period. What did change was the cere-

monial accouterments, the pottery styles" (Sears Ms.a:49).

In the peninsula the sources for the saored goods shifted

n Weeden Island cultures, paralleling the

h the midwestern Hopewellian cultures.

nt-Weeden Island ceremonialism developed

st area, the peninsular Florida

n continued to develop its own traditions with strong

e northwest Florida coast. The parallel



to this is the Weeden Island-Troyville situation with shared

ceramic modes, similar social structures, but completely

different forms of ceremonialism.

The Cades Pond area, centered in Alachua County,

Florida, represents another problem. Cades Pond ceremon-

ialsim is not well known. Most mounds have been looted,

incompletely excavated, or badly damaged by natural forces.

In one case, in the excavation of an apparent ceremonial

center, there are apparently no notes on the excavations,

or any written report in existence. Milanich {Ms. a) sum-

marizes what he feels is the Cades Pond ceremonial sequence.

The early stages of Cades Pond ceremonialism are not

Weeden Island, in nature or content. The mound ceramics

are mostly sand tempered plain and St. Johns Plain. The

village materials, in the early stages, are 99% sand

Creek Village and mound site, mound materials are still

dominantly sand tempered plain and St. Johns Plain, however

there are instances of punctated and incised sherds. All

ceramics were recovered from mound fill, not intentional

deposit. At the Melton Mound 11, ceramic materials were

recovered from mound fill, but none were of the Weeden

Island series. Melton Mound §2, excavated by James Bell

constructed, apparently had a large number of secondary

burials and at least one Weeden Island effigy vessel.

Melton Mound #3 (Sears 1956) , contained a west side sherd



deposit composed mostly of St. Johns and sand tempered

plain sereis sherds, scattered pottery deposits on a

primary mound, and several secondary burials in the mount

her bizarre incorporation of Weeden Island

o either Green Point mounds or weeden Island

developed Weeden Islmounds for the early stages of the

gional use of Weeden Island c

tern with its associated social s

abundance of St. Johns series sherds and vessels marks

Cades Pond as being distinct from the northwest Florida

In both the Cades Pond area and the peninsular coast,

village ceramics were plain, either sand tempered or lime-

stone tempered. Instances of decorated materials in the

village range from a low of only a few sherds for A-169

Florida (Cumbaa 1972; Steinen 1975) . Coastal middens

have the same percentages (Kohler 1975; Willey 1949). It

is obvious from this that the decorated materials, partic-

ularly the Weeden Island series, must have some greater

possibilities exist, first that they are "trade sherds".



evidence of culture contact with the panhandle coast; or

dens during ceremonial proceedings. They are far too few

to have served as ordinary cook pots.

Peninsular Florida also presents a terminological

problem. Using the term Weeden Island both sacred and

secular, to apply to the "classic" Weeden Island of the

northwest coast as well as the Cades Pond and peninsular

coast materials, adds an extremely confusing aspect to the

problem. The three areas and the cultures involved are

obviously not the same, ceremonially, secularly or dy-

; developed to fit

s ideal example.
.

sacred Weeden Islan

problem remains.

namically. Kew terminology needs

the problem. Perhaps Cades Pond i

Here a distinct name is applied te

which clearly differentiates them

The recovery of a few Weeden Island sherds in a seculi

context have caused these Cades Pond mounds to be

classified by some as Weeden Island.

The peninsular Gulf Coast is a similar situation,

village materials bear separate names, eg Pasco or Pei

while the mounds are labelled Weeden Island. Here, he

greater relationship to the northwest coast, and do not

represent as abstract a problem as the Cades Pond materials.

The Crystal River site (Ci-1) (Moore 1903;1907;Willey 1949)



example consists

truncated mounds; two burial mounds, one with an apron

and encircling embankment; and an extensive midden area.

The secular ceramics are predominantly Pasco Plain (Bullen

1953), while the sacred ceramics are of the lent Complex,

or are Weeden Island types (Willey 1949; Sears 1973:33).

Many of the Weeden Island series sherds, as well as the

rystal River "types" (Willey 1949:389-392) have micaceous

paste indicative of a panhandle or southern Georgia origin.

In addition, both of the truncated mounds probably belong

to the Weeden Island period at the site (Bullen 1953a)

.

We need to develop a uniform terminology to fit the sit-

Mound Distributions: Hypothesis. East side deposit mounds,

and the social system that they signify are the product

of a specific element of the Weeden Island society.

The differential distribution of the two recognizable

Weeden island mound types appears to parallel the dis-

tribution of the complicated stamped series in the Weeden

Island complexes. The peninsular coast has numerically

small to nonexistant deposits of the complicated stamped

series in its middens. In turn, the St. Johns series' is

present here although it is absent to the north. This

pattern is paralleled by the absence of Kolomoki Complicated

is possible suggest



side deposit mounds, and the form of social organisation

that they represent, were constructed for the benefit of

that element of the society that produced and used the

complicated stamped vessels in the midden. The origins

of the east side deposit mounds were in the Swift Creek

Complicated Stamped-related Green Point complex. Thus,

the origins of the ceremonialism were associated with a

secular tradition that produced complicated stamped ceramics.

With the addition of the Weeden Island series, both sacred

and secular, and the suggested changes in social structure,

the complicated stamped makers continued to be the dominant

religio/politlcal element of the society.

On the peninsular coast, where the complicated stamped

ware's is at best poorly represented, the east side deposit

mounds did not develop or become part of the culture.

On the peninsular coast, the continuous use type

mounds invariably contained St. Johns series sherds as did

many of the middens. Northcentral Florida presents a

similar picture. The St. Johns series is present in both

sacred and secular context, almost to the exclusion of

the Weeden Island series in many cases. This suggests

that strong ties with the St. Johns area were maintained

by both of the analytical areas, and their inhabiting

cultures. Milanich (personal communication) has suggested

that these St. Johns series materials were probably made

in western or northcentral Florida, not traded in the Cades

similarity of material



between the peninsular coast and northcentral Florida, and

If the above suggestions are true, and they are test-

able with the proper forms of data collection and analysis,

then the reason for the differences in peninsular Weeden

Island and the northwest coast variety lie in the long

lasting complicated stamped tradition. In turn, the midden

differences between Kolomoki and the Mitchell and McKeithen

sites may be representative of their relative status in the

political religious system with the complicated stamped

Kolomoki midden representing the elite at its strongest

place of residence, and the complicated stamped-poor

Mitchell and McKeithen sites being secondary sites. Again,

this is a testable idea and is far from proven at this



SUGGESTIONS PUETHEE WEEDEN ISLAND EESEAECH

The models presented in the preceding chapter ex-

plain the existing data, but they by no means provide a

complete understanding of Weeden Island cultural dynamics.

The major problem is that the data concerning Weeden

Island is not of sufficient quantity, quality, or scope

to use for anthropological tests, or even for more complex

culture historical synthesis. The following problems

(and suggested methods for testing them) are designed to

demonstrate the approaches that should be employed in

Weeden Island culture reconstructions in the future. In

turn, these problems can serve to generate test hypotheses

for specific research projects concerning Weeden Island in

northwest Florida and the Alabama and Georgia coastal

while relatively much is known about Weeden Island site

distributions, numbers of mounds, nature of settlement

patterns and other aspects of the Weeden Island culture.

spatial distribution. n Willey first defined t:



e Weeden Island

temporal and spatial p

‘•g - » delineated geographic boundaries of

ceramic series within the defined survey area.

However, with the changes made in the data base since

1949, there have been only a few attempts to analyze the

ceramic data and to redefine the original typology. And

there has not been a published attempt to analyze ceramic

types within the Weeden Island series to ascertain how they

change through space and time. Archaeologists have

functioned under the assumption that the types do not vary

through time or space. Instead, the presence or absence of

a given type or series is treated as the important variable.

This lack of temporal or spatial change is doubtful. The

lack of analysis of the ceramic data, either the existing

collections or ceramics that are being currently excavated,

restricts our ability to define the regional and temporal

variants of the Weeden Island series.

The "re-thinking” of Weeden Island occurring in recent

years has demonstrated the need for the identification,

spatially and temporally, of the Weeden Island clutural

sub-groups. This can only be accomplished by sophisticated

ceramic analysis designed to disclose clustering of at-

tributes which can then be determined to be the result of

temporal or spatial differentiation. Such analysis would

establish a new set of Weeden Island pottery types which



is generally used—-to delineate temporal and spatial

The existing ceramic collections could be used for

this problem since they represent collections from dif-

ferent areas of the coastal plain. The first step in the

process would be to establish the various modes or factors

to be analysed. These attributes would include paste,

decoration type and variations, i-e. , type of punctation

or incision, rim shape, vessel shape, base shape, com-

if decoration, depth of decoration, width of in-

or punctations, soning of decoration, and almost

>r measurable aspect of the sherd. The

analysis should also include questions such as geographical

location, proximity to a source of water, village or

ceremonial context, village or mound, soil type, etc..

After the attributes have been established, the next

step would be to run statistical analyses of the attribute

data to determine which are significant. Tests such as

factor analysis provide groupings of factors (in this case

modes and modal clusters) . Existing computer mapping

programs such as SYMAP could conceivably be employed to

plot the distribution of modes, modal clusters and types

to determine spatial clustering patterns.

The end point of the prooess would be the establish-

ment of an expanded typology for the Weeden Island series.

The new types would be considered either separate types or



>! Phillips 1958),varities of types (Sears 1960b

described in time and space.

Problem IX; Sacred Ceramics

another Weeden Island problem is the establishment

of demonstrable contacts between villages with mounds and

ceremonial centers needed to link villages to the sacred/

political systems of the society. This could be accorn-

manufactured. The test hypothesis would be that the

ceremonial vessels were made in one place (Kolomoki) , and

distributed out from there. This hypothesis could be tested

by employing a physio-chemical analysis of the sacred

vessels. By tracing the origins of the elements which make

up the vessels—the clay and temper, as well as the com-

binations of these elements—it is sometimes possible to

tell where a specific vessel was made. The variables in-

volved would be broken down into the vessel form, shape

and decoration. If all of these cluster as to origin, then

it may be stated with some confidence that the vessels were

produced at a single place. If each clusters separately,

then the conclusion would be that they had separate points

of origin. If there is no clustering, then the conclusion

would be that they were locally produced.

The question of where the vessels were produced would

be determined through the comparison of the vessel clay

with available sources of clay. Comparison of trace ele-



A factor analysis of the sacred ceramics similar to

that suggested for the secular ceramics may prove useful

in establishing regional clusters of mounds. Caution must

be exercised, due to the bias Moore has introduced into

the problem by not always retaining the plain and check

Problem III; Complicated Stamped Pottery

As mentioned in Chapter XI, recognition of Kolomoki

Complicated Stamped pottery is a problem in Weeden Island

studies. It is presently known from a limited number of

Swift Creek Complicated Stamped, on the other hand, has a

wide distribution below the fall line in Georgia, Alabama,

and northwest Florida. A re-analysis of the complicated

stamped series for the entire Weeden Island area needs to

type. By seriating Kolomoki Complicated Stamped with the

newly established ceramic types and chronologies, its

temporal position could be determined.

Problem IV: Survey

While there has been a considerable effort expended on

archaeological survey that relates to the Weeden Island

problem, very little of it has been problem o

the result of survey along the coast or the major rivers

There has been little systematic effort to investigate t!



A recent survey of Early County, Georgia, the area

immediately surrounding the Kolomoki site, has provided

some useful information concerning Weeden Island settle-

ment patterning (Steinen 1976a}. Here, the Weeden island

Kolomoki site. Habitation outside of these two areas was

almost entirely limited to pre-ceramic occupations. A

possible explanation for this pattern is that Kolomoki is

situated on the southern extremity of an intrusive eco-

system, the Red Hills, which is environmentally similar to

the piedmont. Areas away from Kolomoki are in

Uplift area, which is ecologically different from the R

The river bottom and Red Hills areas would have been

ideal for horticulture, as they are today. The Doughtery

and swampy with few dry areas which would be favorable for

extensive horticulture. It was suggested that these two

Hills, were chosen because they offered t

gardening sites in the area. It was felt

was the center of population away from the river bottom

because the large population at and immediately around the

site exploited the Red Hills habitats (Steinen 1976a: B- 10).



A survey program needs to be developed to thoroughly

investigate Weeden Island settlement patterning. The sug-

gestions of Sears (1968) and Larson (1969) that the areas

away from the major streams were not inhabited need to be

tested to ascertain if this was true for the Weeden Island

populations. This writer's survey of Early County supports

Sears' and Larson's suggestions for that area. The Liberty

County, Florida data (Percy and Jones 1975) suggest that

there was habitation along the feeder streams of the major

rivers in some areas.

able ecosystems, soil types and vegetation zones would be

used to test the typothesis of settlement along the feeder

be one method for testing hypotheses concerning horticulture

and the subsistence base. These surveys would need to be

conducted in the areas between the major rivers, i.e. ,

the Ocmulgee, Chattahoochee, Flint, Choctowhatehee, Conecuh,

and Alabama, in order to cover the known extent of the

Weeden Island series.

The goal of the surveys would be to establish the range

and nature of the Weeden Island environmental exploitation

and would greatly increase the ceramic collections. These,

when analyzed, would further refine the regional and temporal

paramaters of the ceramic typology.



Problem .V: Excavation

areas need to be carried out to determine the regional cer-

amic developmental sequences, both intra-site and inter-site

differences. This would establish the chronological control

for specific areas and establish the controls needed to ad-

dress detailed problems of cultural change through time.

Extensive excavations in the villages would serve to

define and explain aspects of everyday life. Questions

concerning subsistence base, community pattern, shape of

the midden, planned arrangement of the dwellings, house size,

shape and construction, areas of specialization within the

village, and systems of fortification can be studied. .

The oeremonial centers would be excavated in the same

manner as the villages. The sacred structures at the sites

would be excavated to ascertain as exactly as possible the

nature of the ceremonies involved with constructin the

mounds. Midden excavations would be designed to ask the

same questions as the village excavations. Of special

interest would be the establishment of analytical tech-

niques to link the sacred and secular components of the

Kolomoki, Mitchell and McKeithen sites.

Problem VI: Cultural Relationships

Excavations and ceramic analysis should provide the

data needed to define the relationships between villages and

their respective ceremonial centers. This would provide

information of the political and religious systems, and the



level of cultural and community integration. Establishing

the relationships of the villages to ceremonial centers and
to each other, and establishing the relationships of cere-

political organisation presented in Chapter III. statis-

tical tests such as those applied by Peebles (1971) for the
later Moundville data may serve to demonstrate the relation-

Once the relationships of the villages and ceremonial

centers had been determined then an integrated model of

social organization could be developed for testing against
new data and models developed for Mississippian cultures.

contentions that Kolomoki represented a more complex form
of socio-political organisation than the Natchez system that
was encountered by early Europeans.

Problem VII; Sacred Ceramics and Mound.

Any analysis of the Weeden Island ceramics must con-

front the problem of the biased nature of the sample.

Moore's apparently unsystematic discarding of the plain and
check stamped vessels makes any thorough ceramic analysis
extremely difficult. In view of this, the only practical
analytical method available is to conduct a thorough an-

lysis of the existing vessels by series, form, shape and
decoration.

After the analysis is completed, computerized models
could be generated, taking into account the unreliable



nature of the presence or absence of plain and check stamped

to produce a series of models embodying various classes of

data to demonstrate the distribution of different forms

and shapes of vessels, decorative motifs, and effigy

representations. These models would include hypothetical

presence and absence of the plain anc check stamped vessels

in the collections. These models could then be employed

in a series of partial explanations of Weeden Island

ceremonialism and sacred/secular relationships. Patterns

construction, etc., could be plotted and used to test

hypotheses of temporal change or developemnt within

the sacred tradition/ i.e. . what mounds were made when?

what was the pattern of changing political control?

The number of problems for Weeden Island, both simple

and complex, that can be generated for study is obviously

large. The ones suggested here have one basic orientation

—

the development of a series of explanatory models for

o define, describe, and

c series, complexes, and

Weeden Island which will se

the cultures that made and used them.

There is a whole realm of archaeological analysis that

zooarchaeology and paleo-nutrition to ethnobotany to settle-

ment patterning, to cultural ecology. Before a complete



reconstruction of Weedcn Island cultures can be accomplished

many lines of evidence must be brought to bear to solve

the many problems of cultural process. These lines of

evidence must aome form organized, problem-oriented

research and analysis designed to answer specific questions



concerning origins, development and

a definition of

ieries of hypotheses

tested. Finally,

were formulated.

The secular analysis focused on the Weeden Island,

check stamped, and complicated stamped scries in defined

geographic areas. This analysis showed that with the

exception of peninsular Florida, there is not a significant

three of the series are present in varying frequencies in

the majority of sites. There are few examples of "pure"

n high percentages

The analysis of sacred ceramics examined vessels from

selected mounds. Due to the un-systematic discarding of



plain and check stamped vessels by C.B. Moore, no meaning-

ful cluster analysis or presence/absence analysis could

be conducted on the material.

Several patterns were apparent from the analysis of

. County, Georgia. The

m the warrior R

pottery mounds are found from th(

as Early County, Georgia and Pul;

heaviest concentration of mounds

i distribution of

le Weeden Island

complicated stamped

almost absent, while the

Based on these patterns, and the differential presence

of the Weeden Island (punctated-incised) check stamped

and complicated stamped series in the middens, a taxonomy

presented.



of the strong presence of the weeden Island ceramic series

and the east side deposit mounds on the northwest Florida

coast and the adjacent areas of Georgia and Alabama, the

use of the term Weeden Island was restricted to those

resulting

and cultural

Sacred Weeden Island ceramics wet

from the addition of a new set of cere

ideas to the developing Green Point complex. Those modes

Missisisppi Valley.

It was suggested that these new modes, added to both

the sacred and secular contexts in the Weeden Island area

represented the movement of a new set of ideas of social

organization. The modes and types are thought to reflect

new social elements incorporated onto the existing kin

group (probably clans) . In turn, this new social organ-

ization and series of kin groups functioned with a new,

more efficient subsistence base which allowed for the

growth of the population and the increased complexity of

socio-political organization.

Analysis of sacred structures, the content, distri-

bution and relationship to village sites anc ceremonial

oenters and analogy to the historically known Natchez

suggest that Weeden Island socio-political structure was

that of a developed cheifdom. Kolomoki in Early County,

Georgia, functioned



a large interacting chiefdom. Regional, subsidiary, cere-

monial centers were defined at the McKeithen site in

Columbia County, Florida and the Mitchell site in Covington

County, Alabama. Kolomoki was seen as the residence of the

their allegiance to the great chief, resided at the

secondary ceremonial centers, and village level political

leaders resided in the scattered hamlets.

pattern of placement of sites in the ri*

ecosystems. As Service (1962) points o

often develop where multiple habitat us.

The chronological placement of the

occupation at specific sites or areas.

period of accumulation of vessels a

construction of the mounds.

nd bodies before the

e accumulation of materials

ch accounted for the mound

construction t k place after a relatively long period o

is site, usually more than several gen-

The question of the Kolomoki Complicated stamped and

Heeden Island ceramic chronology was interpreted as being

one of spatial, rather than temporal, distribution. Due



suggesting temporal differences

in the distribution :

Complicated Stamped,

f the ceramic series and Kolomoki

it was suggested that the Weeden Island

th Kolomoki Complicated Stamped pot-

in ceramic components at different

as resulting from differential

groups which produced the different

would reflect temporal change was considered site or area

specific, and not a pattern for the entire Weeden Island

region, until sophisticated ceramic analysis is conducted

on these materials and stratigraphic controls established,

the question of the Weeden Island chronology must remain

A series of secular Weeden Island cultures were defined

in the midden collections. Such cultures ares Weeden

Island; Wakulla-Weeden Island; Swift Creek 11-Weeden Island;

Kolomoki-Weeden Island; and Combined-Weeden Island.

The sacred tradition of Weeden Island was defined on

of ceramic classes ranging from human effigies to derived

effigies to utilitarian vessels to abstract forms. The

range in decoration was outlined as well as vessel form.

The peninsular coast and northcentral Florida were

separated from the basic definition of Weeden Island because



Island region in the north. Although the Weeden Island

ceramic series is present in both sacred and secular con-

texts, the frequency distribution and the nature of these

series is vastly different from those to the north. A

suggested classification for these areas was given.

A series of hypotheses was presented and tested

against the data. The result was a partial reconstruction

of Weeden Island social/political structure.

The origins of secular Weeden Island lie in the dif-

fusion of a combination of traits and ideas from the Lower

Mississippi Valley "Red River Mouth tradition" to the

Weeden Island region, where indigenous cultures were char-

acterised by the presence of the check stamped and compli-

cated stamped ceramic traditions. A series of ceramic modes

known to have developed in the Lower Valley diffused to the

Weeden Island area, and, after being incorporated in the

existing cultures, became what are defined as the Weeden

Island cultures, with their distinctive ceramic complexes.

A series of problems for future Weeden Island research

was presented. These testable problems were designed to

increase the applicability of the current data base to

problems of temporal and spatial controls as well as in-

crease our knowledge of the social dynamics and complexities

of the concept known as Weeden Island.

existing data on Weeden Island in an attempt to further



our understanding of this well-known southeastern archaeo-

logical phenomena. The nature of the data makes a complete

and thorough anthropological reconstruction impossible.

However, we do know enough about ceramic distributions and

patterns. Hopefully, the definitions and reconstructions

presented here will stimulate problem-oriented research and
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